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I
t’s hard to believe that the 
fishery has been going for 
half-a-century, something 
that we are all very, very 

proud of. From its humble 
beginnings at a couple of small 
ponds in Bedfordshire to its 
current home of 30 years in 
the wonderful Oxfordshire 
countryside, Linear has been 
at the forefront of carp fishing, 
particularly day-ticket carp 
fishing for many years now.

I started fishing Linear back 
in 1993, helped as a voluntary 
bailiff in the late 90’s, then as 
Fishery Officer and now as 
General Manager, so Linear is in 
my veins and it really would be 
hard to think of life without it.

The same can be said about 
almost everyone that has 
worked at the fishery during this 
time, from those that helped 
bailiff the various Bedfordshire 
and Linford waters, to Peter 
Mohan, Roy, John, Basil, Colin, 
Stewart (who’s been here longer 
than any of us care to mention 
and hasn’t stopped talking the 
entire time!), current Assistant 
Fishery Manager Ian Roper, and 
of course everyone involved at 
Smiths Bletchington – past and 
present – especially Andrew 
Smith, who really helped drive 
Linear Oxford from his position 
as MD; a responsibility that now 
falls on the broad shoulders of 
the new MD, Ric Clemmey. This 
is of course, only naming a few.

There are many, many names 
that I haven’t mentioned here, 
so please forgive me for that. 
But from the current bailiffs 
and shop employees to those 
working behind the scenes at 
Head Office and remotely on 
social media – can I just thank 
everyone who has been part of 
this journey; employees, media, 
charity volunteers and of course 
the many thousands of anglers 

who have visited our waters 
throughout this time, as without 
all of you – we’d just be another 
fishery, but we’re not, we are 
Linear Fisheries…

Now, I’m sure some of you 
reading this aren’t happy that 
I’ve left one very important 
name out, and for those that are 
new to Linear, that name is Len 
Gurd, a very special man indeed, 
to both Linear but also to the 
early days of the modern carp 
fishing scene in the UK.

Now, I’m not going to steal 
Len’s thunder, as he can explain 
that for himself – you see, ten 
years ago I convinced Len to 
pen a brief Early History of 
Linear. 

As life is, we don’t live forever, 
so we both felt it important to 
document how it all started. Len 
based this on an old article he 
once wrote for the C.A.A, The 
Carp Anglers Association, back 
in the 80’s, and updated it to 
bring it up to speed with Linear’s 
more recent history. 

We actually included this in 
our 40th anniversary edition, but 
if I’m being honest, even back 
then, I wanted to make sure 
that Len had put pen to paper 
in readiness for celebrating 50 
years, just in case something 
happened – tragically that did 
happen, and we lost Len a few 
years later, but his legacy lives 
on, a legacy that is now very 
safely guarded by the Smiths 
family, Smiths Bletchington and 
everyone currently working for 
the company!

So, in Len’s own words, here 
is a brief history of the first 40 
years of Linear, particularly 
the early years, with a little bit 
added on by me at the end, 
along with a load of random 
photos, that we feel help 
describe the last 50 years – 
enjoy!

Welcome
to the 2023, 50th Anniversary Edition
of the Linear Fisheries Brochure. 
Yes, I did say 50th…

A VIEW ACROSS THE 
WINDRUSH VALLEY – 
THE HOME OF LINEAR 
FISHERIES.

LINEAR’S FIRST-EVER 
50, CAUGHT BY ANGIE 
BACK IN 2015.

MANOR FARM AND ST.JOHNS 
POOLS IN THE 1970’S – NOTE THAT 
HARDWICK-SMITHS HASNT EVEN 
BEEN DUG AT THIS POINT.

By Chris Blunt, Linear Fisheries General Manager
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I 
am often asked where 
the name Linear came 
from; many think 
that because of my 
enormous interest in 

carp it comes from linear as 
in linear mirror carp, or linear 
meaning a straight line. In 
fact, the name came from 
neither of these but from the 
name of a small two-acre 
water that I used to control. 
This water, which is very 
close to a railway line, was 
simply called Linear because 
of the close proximity of the 
line – line-near – Linear. To 
name this water so was a 
spur of the moment decision 
which I felt I had to take 
when negotiating for the 
fi shing rights.

The chance to run their 
own water must be every 
keen angler’s dream, and 
I was no exception, but 
the chance to control the 
original Linear water very 
nearly slipped through my 
fi ngers. It was in the early 
to mid-sixties that I heard 
of it from Old Bill, a chap 
who was the bailiff on the 
club water I was fi shing at 
the time. The club water 
was situated some 50 yards 
from the railway line on the 
opposite side to the water 
that was to become the fi rst 
Linear site. Whenever we 
met, Old Bill would always 
mention the little ponds on 
the other side of the track 
that were full of big tench, 

and which no-one fi shed 
except him-self. I must admit 
that I didn’t take too much 
notice of his stories then. It 
wasn’t until about four years 
later, by which time poor 
Old Bill had passed away, 
that a friend and I decided to 
explore the area.

What we found really 
excited us. There, situated in 
about four acres of heavily 
wooded land and enclosed 
all around by thick hawthorn 
hedges, was a series of ten 
ponds. The ponds, all very 
close together, were almost 
completely overgrown. There 
was no sign of anybody 
having fi shed on them for 
some years, probably since 
old Bill’s tench fi shing days. 

We decided then and there 
to do some work on them; 
just enough to make a 
couple of fi shable swims.

After a lot of back-
breaking work, two 
reasonable swims were 
fi nally cleared on the least 
overgrown of the ponds. A 
week later we were settled 
in with our tench rods, 
expectations very high. We 
fi shed hard from fi rst light 
until dusk without a touch; 
Old Bill’s tench were not 
to be caught (in fact there 
has never been a tench 
caught from the water to 
this day). In all our visits 
during that period we never 
glimpsed a sign of a fi sh of 
any species. That was the 

The Creation
By Len Gurd

OLD SHOT OVER THE 
GRAVEL PLANT FROM 
ST. JOHNS POOL 
AND INSET, THE OLD 
LINEAR LOGO.

AN EARLY 
NETTING AT 
THE ORIGINAL 
LINEAR 
WATERS.

LEN 
RETURNING A 
NICE DOUBLE 
FROM THE 
ORIGINAL 
STOCK.

MANOR FARM, 
1990’s.

ONE OF 
THE EARLY 
LINEAR 
VIDEOS.

THE FIRST 
EVER 

BROCHURE 
PRODUCED 

FOR LINEAR 
FISHERIES 

OXFORD 
LTD.
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fi rst and last time I was to fi sh 
the waters for a while, but 
plans went through my mind 
about obtaining control and 
restocking them as a carp 
water. During the sixties I was 
very friendly with a farmer 
who had a small quarter acre 
pond on his land which he 
let me fi sh. It was full of carp 
which had been breeding in 
there successfully for three 
or four years. The fi shing 
was great fun, but offered no 
challenge, being almost a fi sh 
a cast. So many carp were 
there in this tiny shallow pond 
that the scoop of a large 
landing net would provide 20 
or 30 fi sh. It was very easy to 
persuade my friend to let me 
take some of these carp to a 
new home. As I explained to 
him that removing some of 
the fi sh which were rapidly 
becoming stunted would only 
be good for the water.

In all I selected 40 small 
mirrors and eight commons, 
all around the one-pound 
mark, which I introduced to 
their new home in the most 
overgrown area on the site. 
For the next three years I 
visited the waters regularly. 
The carp were always easy 
to fi nd; from a vantage 
point in one of the mature 
willows dotting the ponds I 
would often watch them for 
hours. They seemed to have 
adjusted well to their new 
home and appeared to be 
growing rapidly.

Then my dreams were 
shattered. Sometime after 
the introduction of the carp 
a small local sports club 
acquired the fi shing rights to 
the waters for their angling 
section. I was stunned, but it 
was my own fault of course; 
not thinking there was any 
hurry I hadn’t tried hard 
enough to fi nd out who the 
owners were.

Three years later, the club, 
through lack of interest 
by most of its members in 
the amount of work that 
needed to be done, made the 
decision to give the waters 
up. I learnt from a friend who 
had been fi shing the water; 
that the club had stocked it 
with roach, and that some 
of my carp had been caught 
weighing more than 10lbs.

The most important piece 
of information he passed 
on to me was the name and 
address of the landowners. 
This time I was determined 
that I wouldn’t let the chance 
slip through my fi ngers. I 
wrote to the Estate Offi ce of 
a very large company offering 
to take over when the club’s 

lease expired. The Estate 
was very quick to reply, and 
a meeting was arranged 
between the Estate manager 
and my-self. Feeling very 
confi dent I was shown into 
the Estate manager’s offi ce by 
his secretary. This confi dence 
was soon shattered, however, 
when the manager came 
around his desk to greet me. 
His head, which came to a 
sharp point at the top and 
was completely devoid of 
hair, very nearly touching the 
ceiling; he must have been 
6ft 10in if he was an inch! His 
size and deep booming voice 
made him a very intimidating 
character to deal with. From 
the very start he made it very 
clear to me that his company 
were only interested in bona 
fi de clubs or organisations 
leasing their waters. I soon 
learned from him that they 
owned dozens of waters in 
the area, most of which were 
leased by angling clubs. I 
explained to him that I had 
formed a syndicate of very 
responsible people and that 
we would work hard to turn 
the waters into a worthwhile 
fi shery. I also pointed out 
that an angling club already 
controlled the waters and 
because of little interest by 
the members had failed to 
make a go of it, whereas my 
members were all handpicked 
and dedicated to making it 
a success (at that time there 
were only two others beside 
myself).

He seemed to accept 
this and then asked me the 
name of the syndicate. My 
mind raced, and I thought 
that it wouldn’t sound very 
professional if I told him I 
hadn’t thought of a name. On 
the way over in the car I had 
been toying with a name for 
the water, trying to tie it up 
with something in the area 
like the railway, so in a fl ash 
I said to him Line-near …. 
Linear Fisheries. He wrote it 
down on what was obviously 
a questionnaire that had been 
prepared for my visit, so I felt 
we were stuck with the name.

One hour and many 
questions later he suddenly 
stood up, shook my hand, 
and asked me to join him for 
a pub lunch. I had done it; 
the waters were under my 
control. The rent had been 
set quite high, higher than the 
three of us could afford, and 
apart from that I was going 
to need at least a dozen 
dedicated anglers to carry 
out all the work that was 
needed. I was the Regional 
Organiser for the British Carp 

THERE’S NOT MUCH THAT HASN’T 
HAPPENED AT LINEAR OVER 
THE YEARS – WE EVEN HAD A 
TORNADO TOUCHED DOWN 
OVER BRASENOSE TWO IN 2012!

AN EARLY ST. JOHNS 
POOL PHOTO OF DES 

TAYLOR WITH THE FISH 
THAT BECAME KNOWN 

AS THE BIG PLATED.

LINEAR IS THE ONLY UK FISHERY 
TO HOST BOTH THE MEN’S & 
WOMEN’S CARP FISHING WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIPS.

KIRK RAPER 
WITH THE 

LATE ‘POPEYE’ 
FROM MANOR 

FARM BACK 
IN 1995 – A 
FISH THAT 

WAS LINEAR 
OXFORD’S 

FIRST-EVER 
REPORTED 30 

AT JUST OVER 
35LB.

LINEAR GRACED THE FRONT 
COVER OF CARP-TALK ON 
MANY OCCASIONS.
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Study Group [BCSG] at the 
time [At this time the BCSG 
was in its infancy with around 
200 members countrywide], 
so mainly from their ranks I 
was able to choose the type 
of people I needed for the 
syndicate.

On my fi rst visit as the 
lease holder the work that 
was required on and around 
the waters looked enormous. 
I could see the attempts that 
had been made by the angling 
club and they looked futile 
against the total work needed 
to make the whole area 
fi shable. There was plenty of 
time that day for me to think, 
and to take in the enormous 
task that lay ahead of us.

Of the ten ponds, only 
three offered very limited 
access for fi shing. The others 
were completely covered in 
reed-mace, which over the 
years had formed a carpet of 
dead and decaying matter, in 
places this was thick enough 
to take my weight. In waders 
I could actually walk right 
across some of the ponds, the 
water oozing up with every 
step. 

I made it clear that all those 
joining me were going to 
have to work hard, and that 
it might take years rather 
than months to get the place 
anywhere near to how we 
wanted it.

On the fi rst bank-
side meeting of the full 
membership it was decided 
that to do the work we would 
split ourselves into teams. 
There would be four teams 
of three or four. Two of the 
teams would go to work 
dragging the reeds from 
the ponds, while the other 
two would work on felling 
trees and making the banks 
accessible. Bow saws were a 
must for the bank clearance, 
and some weeks we would be 
able to get the use of a chain 
saw which was going to make 
the task easier.

Cutting down the timber 
to allow us access was an 
easy task compared with 
the disposing of it. The only 
solution was to burn the 
unwanted timber on the 
banks where it fell. The reed 
clearance was a problem 
for which we devised a 
technique that was both fast 
and effi cient. This was done 
by removing the heads from 
old garden forks and having 
them welded at right angles 
on to the ends of long lengths 
of conduit piping. With these 
tools we would work in our 
teams, each member with a 
fork, which we would reach 

out and dig into the reed-
mace, then all heaving in 
unison we would pull in a wad 
of reeds. This would result 
in a large water-fi lled gap 
appearing where before there 
had been swamp.

We would then dig deeper 
in the gap, bringing in the 
dead and decaying matter 
that lay on the bottom. Most 
of this work was carried out 
while we were up to our 
thighs in water, usually with 
our feet stuck solid in mud. It 
was easy in this predicament 
to overbalance, which many 
of us often did, much to the 
amusement of the others. 
Like the timber, there was 
nowhere to put the reeds, and 
they couldn’t be burnt. The 
only solution was to pile them 
in large heaps on the bank 
where they could be left to 
rot down.

Of course, all this activity 
drew a lot of attention to 
our-selves from the locals. 
Faces would often be seen 
peering through the gaps in 
the hedges to see the idiots 
working like mad on a Sunday 
morning. One old chap 
actually thought we were 
council workmen clearing 
up the area, “not before 
time,” he said. Saturday and 
Sunday mornings and odd 
evenings were the only times 
we could work, as most of 
us had families and all had 
full-time jobs during the 
week. We found that four 
hours hard slog in a morning 
at the weekends was more 
than enough in any one day. 
We would usually stagger off 
home aching from head to 
foot and with hands covered 
in blisters. On more than one 
occasion so dirty did we get 
that a change of jeans was 
needed before we could get 
into our cars to drive home.

Soon as the reeds were 
cleared and the waters 
started to take shape, we 
could see that all the ponds 
had originally been dug very 
close together, with only a 
footpath’s width between 
them. We guessed that they 
were old brick workings and 
found out at a later date that 
this is what in fact they had 
been; they dated to the turn 
of the century. We made the 
decision then that we would 
dig down on these paths 
between the ponds, making 
them all one water – not an 
easy task.

We all clubbed together so 
we could hire a pump. It was 
decided after taking expert 
advice that a large sludge 
pump would be needed. This 

had been made by the angling 
club and they looked futile 
against the total work needed 
to make the whole area 
fi shable. There was plenty of 
time that day for me to think, 
and to take in the enormous 
task that lay ahead of us.

three offered very limited 
access for fi shing. The others 
were completely covered in 
reed-mace, which over the 
years had formed a carpet of 
dead and decaying matter, in 

A selection 
of awards 
the fi shery 
has won 
over the 
years… 

THE THREE AMIGOS AND BERT THE 
DOG – FACES THAT MOST LINEAR 
REGULARS WILL RECOGNISE! 
(BASIL, ROY, JOHN AND BERT).

LINEAR HAS ALWAYS BEEN KEEN TO SUPPORT LOCAL CLUBS, TEAMS AND CHARITIES 
INCLUDING THE LIKES OF DUCKLINGTON SPORTS CLUB, OXFORD UNITED, OXFORD 
CHRILDREN’S HOSPTIAL CHARITY, WINDRUSH VALLEY BOXING CLUB AND MNDA.
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would not only drop the 
water level for us, enabling 
the digging to be carried out, 
but would remove a lot of silt 
which had accumulated over 
the years. When the pump 
arrived, it was a huge diesel 
affair weighing more than 
a ton, so we had to borrow 
a tractor to tow it into 
position. It could be fi tted 
with lengths of six-inch pipe 
and was capable of shifting 
80,000 gallons of water an 
hour. To make the most of 
it a couple of us decided to 
take the week off work.

That was the week I shall 
never forget; so hard did 
we work that I lost a stone 
in weight during that time. 
The decision to hire the 
pump had been a good one 
though; within a couple of 
days the water level was 
low enough for us to start 
biting into the silt. To take 
up the silt, the intake of the 
pipe had to be manoeuvred 
about by hand. One of us 
would handle the pipe, which 
bucked about as if it were 
alive, while the other used a 
shovel, which was needed to 
keep a mixture of sludge and 
water going into the intake. 
The water was needed to 
keep the pump operating 
correctly. The pump just 
gobbled up everything in its 
path – house bricks, bottles 
and all sorts of items that 
had been deposited in the 
water over the years. It 
would suck most of them up 
and spit them from its outlet 
in pieces. So fi erce was that 
intake that it soon earned 
our healthy respect and 
we learnt never to turn our 
backs on it. In the morning 
when the pump was started, 
the coils of pipe which had 
sunk under the water in 
places to be covered in a 
mass of blanket weed would 
rise up looking like some 
hideous primeval serpent. 
By the end of the week the 
water level was down low 
enough everywhere for us 
to start digging and a large 
area of silt was cleared. We 
were lucky enough to have 
a ditch running alongside 
the waters where we could 
pump all this. Originally the 
ditch had run in and out 
of the ponds and this had 
been the reason for the 
accumulation of so much silt.

The digging was easier 
than we had imagined, as 
it was all clay. Our biggest 
problem was fi nding 
somewhere to put it; the 
only solution was to pile it 
up to form islands, which 

we did. We were working 
against time: with the water 
table being very high in the 
area, the level of the ponds 
was coming up fast and the 
pump had been returned. 
In the end we were digging 
under water, not an easy 
task, but eventually it was 
completed.

Our next major job, not a 
simple one, as none of them 
were, was to create some 
walkways around the water. 
Materials were needed for 
this task, and we were lucky 
enough to have plenty of 
timber in the copse which lay 
on the property, this was put 
to good use. Shorter pieces 
were laid down at intervals 
to support the longer lengths 
that were laid in pairs upon 
them; to these we nailed 
boards salvaged from a 
consignment of pallets we 
had been given.

Lilies were planted and 
reeds replaced at strategic 
points around the water. 
Next, we needed more carp 
which my farmer friend was 
good enough to supply. 
What we didn’t know at the 
time was that the original 
carp had bred successfully 
and there were now more 
fi sh in the water than we 
needed. These fi sh were to 
come in handy later when 
we exchanged them with a 
fi sh farmer for some of more 
than 20lbs.

It would have been nice 
to have concluded this 
story by saying it is now a 
‘big fi sh’ carp water, which 
is what we had hoped for 
in the early stages of its 
development, but it was 
not to be. Most of us were 
never really concerned 
about this, as there is a lot 
more to carp fi shing than 
sitting over your rods for 
days hoping to catch big 
fi sh. The surroundings, I 
think play a major role in 
fi shing enjoyment and better 
surroundings to fi sh in would 
be hard to fi nd anywhere.

The Linear story had 
begun at that Bedfordshire 
water in 1973 – fi fty years 
ago this year and in that time 
much has happened.

In 1986 Linear took control 
of the Linford site. At over 
360 acres and consisting of 
nine lakes and three miles 
of The River Great Ouse, 
Linford was a daunting task 
for two people to take on. 
On the opening day, the fi rst 
day of the 1986 season there 
was only one person fi shing 
on the whole site. That was 

BACK IN THE 
DAY, AFTER A 
HARD DAY’S 
NETTING!

ONE OF THE OLD 
JUNIOR PIKE 
MATCHES.

TWO OF THE MANY 
JUNIOR EVENTS 

HELD AT LINEAR 
OVER THE YEARS.

LINEAR GENERAL MANAGER, 
CHRIS BLUNT WITH THE OLD 
HARDWICK MIRROR KNOWN 
AS JORDAN BACK IN ABOUT 
2002.
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soon to change and within 
three to four years Linear 
Linford had become a very 
popular venue. Linear gave 
up control of this site in 1995.

In 1992, Linear gained 
control of Elstow Lakes – Pit 
One and Pit Two [now under 
Linear Bedford control]. 
These two waters quickly 
gained fame as being 
amongst the best in Britain 
for big carp. At its height 
Pit One was believed to 
hold over 17 forties and an 
enormous amount of thirties. 
Elstow is still controlled by 
Linear Bedford and although 
they are still excellent waters, 
Pit One doesn’t hold the 
amount of large carp that it 
did. (The Elstow Waters are 
no longer associated with 
Linear Fisheries Oxford Ltd).

Twenty years ago in 1993, 
Linear were invited to form 
a joint venture with Smiths 
of Bletchington on their four 
gravel pits near Hardwick 
Village in Oxfordshire and 
Linear Fisheries Oxford 
was created. At that time 
there were only four lakes 
– St. Johns, Manor Farm, 
Hardwick and Smith’s Pool. 
Operating between St. Johns 
and Manor there was a 
gravel washing plant, offi ce 
and weighbridge and this 
area was out of bounds to 
anglers. When this operation 
closed down, Manor Farm 
Lake was enlarged, and the 
weighbridge offi ce turned 
over to Linear.  

Soon after taking control 
of the fi shing on the 
Hardwick Site Linear added 
the three beautiful Guy Lakes 
to the four waters and were 
run as a syndicate. These 
were soon followed by 
Oxlease and Hunts Corner 
Lake’s and more recently the 
two Brasenose waters, both 
the latter being the biggest 
of the lakes that Linear 
Oxford currently control.

The future, who knows? 
We do not think that Linear 
has reached its full potential 
and more lakes could well 
be added at a later date. 
What we would like to say is 
that in the past forty years 
Linear has been run by keen, 
lifelong anglers who have a 
real passion for their sport 
and care about the anglers 
fi shing their waters. Linear 
have always been honest 
and up front with members 
and day ticket visitors alike 
and this has been refl ected 
by the number of awards 
for ‘best waters’ that Linear 
Oxford have received from 
the media. These trophies 

and certifi cates were all 
awarded as a result of voting 
by the angling public, which 
tells us that you must have 
enjoyed your visits to our 
waters and we at Linear 
hope that you will continue 
to do so for many years to 
come.

Tight Lines
Len Gurd

Following on from Len’s 
history of early Linear and 
his comments on what 
the future holds, it’s really 
exciting to have witnessed 
the last ten years particularly 
– from only a handful of 
employees back then to 22 
now, a new purpose-built 
tackle shop and convenience 
store, fi ve new waters 
over at Tar Farm, an online 
booking system and plenty 
more plans in the pipeline, 
the complex has gone from 
strength to strength.

The fi shery hasn’t stood 
still, that’s for sure, with 
plenty of money invested 
back into the company, new 
ventures and staff, it’s safe 
to say the fi shery has grown 
and will continue to do so 
in the future. So, I suppose 
it’s now my turn to ask the 
question, what does the 
future hold from here?

Well, we’ve got plenty 
of plans already underway, 
that do include new waters 
– an exciting improvement 
to the site. We also have a 
wish-list of things, that you, 
as our customers will love, a 
list is actively being worked 
on behind the scenes, with 
details to be announced over 
the coming years.

So, will we make another 
50 years? Well, it’s a pretty 
safe bet that I won’t, lol… 
but with the team currently 
working at Linear and a 
well-founded business 
model to take it forward, 
why not?! With a bit of 
luck, our children and their 
children will enjoy fi shing 
these wonderful Oxfordshire 
waters for many years to 
come – (I wonder how big 
the fi sh will be then?).

So, from everyone involved 
at Linear; current and past, 
please let me pass on our 
massive thanks for all your 
support and continued 
custom for many years to 
come – 50 years, who’d have 
thought it?!

All the best
Chris Blunt 
General Manager,
Linear Fisheries

LEN’S MEMORIAL 
WATER FEATURE.

ANDREW SMITH, CHRIS BALL AND 
IAN RUSSELL OPENING THE LINEAR 

BAIT & TACKLE SHOP IN 2019.

LINEAR BAIT & TACKLE 
STOCK EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED FOR A DAY 
AT THE COMPLEX.

THE NEW TAR FARM 
COMPLEX OPENED 
IN APRIL 2022.

AN EARLY 
LINEAR 

NEWSLETTER.
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GUY LAKES
The GUY Lakes synidicate is 
made up of three waters, which 
has a rolling month to month 
annual membership. There is 
a waiting list for membership 
to these three very exclusive 
waters; currently, the waiting 
time is about three-and-a-
half years from the date you 
applied. Applications should be 
made through the Guys section 
of our website. More details can 
be found within these pages 
and on our media pages. 

THE DAY-TICKET WATERS
Linear now has 16 day-ticket 
waters at the Linear Oxford 
sites and these include Manor 
Farm, St. Johns, One Summer 
Pond, Hardwick/Smiths, 
Brasenose One and Two, 
Oxlease, Hunts Corner Lake 
and Pond, The Float Lake and the Tar 
Farm lakes*. The lakes, with the exception 
of our three day-only ponds, can be fi shed 
day and night.               
*Hunts Corner, Manor Farm and the new 
Tar Farm lakes are now only available 
through online bookings. 
*Hunts Corner Pond, One Summer Pond 
and the Float Lake are all single-rod 
waters and open during the day only. 

ALL LAKES CAN BE FISHED 
THROUGHOUT THE DAY AND NIGHT 
AND FOR ANY PERIOD OF TIME.  THERE 
IS NO CLOSE SEASON ON ANY OF THE 
LINEAR WATERS.

Fishing tickets are available from the 
Linear bailiffs who patrol all the waters 
regularly. It is permitted to start fi shing 
and pay the bailiff when he visits your 
swim. Fishing on all these waters is open 
to everyone, all year round.

Linear rules are sensible – they can be 
found within the pages of this brochure, 
on our main notice boards and our 
website.

St Johns and Manor Farm Lakes are 
close together and are separated by 
an area of land. This area is landscaped 
and contains ample parking. The original 
building that is located on this land 
between the two lakes contains the site 
offi ce, along with a heated shower and 
toilet block. Drinking water can also be 
obtained just outside the shower block 
door. This is also the location of the Linear 
Bait & Tackle shop.

One small area of bank is out of bounds 
to fi shing on the west bank of St Johns 
and an even smaller area of the east bank 
of Manor Farm – this is clearly signposted. 

Please remember that the gates will be 
locked between 9pm and 7.30am summer 
and between 6pm and 7.30am winter 
time. If you arrive during these lock up 
times you must wait with your car in the 
early arrival car park adjacent to Hardwick 
Lake, on the opposite side of the road to 
Manor and St Johns Lake. You must not 
park your car on the main road; please use 
the car park provided. You are required to 
wait in this car park until the main gates 
are open in the morning. If you are fi shing 
during the night then your vehicle will be 
locked in with you.

It is Linear’s policy to be as truthful as 
possible about how their waters are fi shing 
and the carp contained in them. Linear 
does receive many phone calls asking how 
certain lakes are fi shing and if they haven’t 
been fi shing well we will say so – this is a 
policy we adopted many years ago and 
one that we are determined to maintain.

THE LINEAR WEBSITE 
& SOCIAL MEDIA
Considered to be one of the best angling 
websites around, Linear’s site carries all 
the latest news, photos and information 
you could possible need for fi shing the 
complex. 

If you want to get your trophy 
shot onto the Gallery or Latest Catch 
Pages or you have a good story for 
our Top Story Page, then all you need 
to do is email your photographs and 
stories directly to our Social Media 
Administrator, Lee Robbins, at: 
lee@linear-fi sheries.co.uk 

All pictures sent in should be JPEG 
fi les which are attached to your email.

Alternatively if you prefer Facebook 
or Instagram, then please visit our pages 
which are updated daily and give you an 
amazing insight into what is currently 
happening at the fi shery. 

THE ARMED FORCES
Linear is continuing to 
support the armed forces 
and is pleased to be able 
to offer half-price tickets 
on all our non-bookable 
day-ticket waters to all 
members of the Army, 
Navy and Air Force on production of their 
valid I.D. card. To take advantage of this 
offer all cards must be in date and clearly 
show expiry date.

DISABLED ANGLERS
We now have eight custom-made swims 
for wheelchair disabled anglers and 
their helpers. One of these swims is a 
double and is located on Oxlease Lake, 
there are two on Brasenose One, two on 
Brasenose Two and three on the new Tar 
Farm lakes. All swims contain disabled 
toilets and are suitable for erecting two 
bivvies.

Many other swims are suitable for the 
disabled especially on the Tar Farm, 
Oxlease and Brasenose One lakes. 

Not all the swims and banks are easily 
accessible on some of our other lakes 
and in the past Linear has always done 
its best to help disabled anglers if they 
have problems getting to or leaving 
these swims. This help remains in place 
but will only be available when we have 
the use of 4X4 vehicles, which is not 
always seven days of the week. 

If you think you are going to have 
problems moving yourself or your tackle 
about on the fi shery then an advance 
phone call to our Duty Bailiff 07885 
327708 will tell you if we are able to help 
at the times you wish to start or leave.

THE LINEAR 
OXFORD TEAM 

Director: Ric Clemmey 

General Manager: Chris Blunt 

(BSc. Hons in Aquaculture 

& Fishery Management)

Assistant Manager: Ian Roper
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Start by adding a whole 
jar of Frenzied Hempseed 

into a bucket.

Followed by  
1/2kg of 12mm  

Monster Tiger Nut boilies.

Complete the mix with 
a 100-200ml glug of 
Sweet Tiger Liquid  

Carp Food.

Next, add a tin of 
Sweetcorn. 

Add 450g  
(1/2 a bag) of 3mm 

Marine Halibut Pellets.

Give the mix a really 
good stir to combine all 

the ingredients.

The finished spod mix 
all ready to go.

Ian Russell’s  Ian Russell’s  
Linear Spod Mix Linear Spod Mix 

1

3 5

2

4 6 7
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Manor Farm 
Lake
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PLEASE TAKE CARE IF CROSSING THE B4449 ROAD 
BETWEEN MANOR & ST. JOHNS AND THE HARDWICK 

CAR PARK.

M
anor Farm Lake is only available through booking via the 
Catch app and website (see opposite). 

We estimate that the water contains just over 700 carp, 
this includes at least 40 different thirties. During the last 

couple of years, five different fish have been caught weighing over 
40lb. 

The lake record currently stands at 51lb 4oz for a mirror, 43lb for a 
common and 39lb for a ghostie. Plenty of backup fi sh in excess of 20lb 
along with numerous upper doubles are present. Linear’s stocking 
policy on this water is on-going with a low number of selected, fast 
growing carp being introduced whenever necessary.

The water contains a prolifi c head of  tench, caught to over 12lb. 
Pike, roach and rudd abound and can provide top class sport for those 
who choose to fi sh for them. And for those that didn’t realise, Manor 
also hosts a small head of catfi sh, not as big as their neighbours in St 
Johns but growing well, with cats at over 50lb now present.

Please remember that the gates will be locked between 9pm and 
7.30am (March-Sept) and between 6pm and 7.30am (Oct-Feb). If you 
arrive during these lock up times you must wait with your car in the 
early arrival car park by Hardwick Lake. 
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PAUL SMITH WITH 
A 40LB MIRROR, 
SEPTEMBER 2022.

KAM AND OLIVER 
CAUGHT THIS CRACKING 

26LB 2OZ MIRROR. 

CHRIS HUCKLE LANDED 
THIS AWESOME 45LB 4OZ 
MIRROR.

BRAD HUNT 
WITH A 35LB PB 
MIRROR.

PHIL TODHUNTER 
LANDED CARP TO HIS 
NEW PB OF 35LB 4OZ, 
GREAT ANGLING PHIL!

BACK IN FEBRUARY 
‘22, TOM MAKER  
LANDED EIGHT 
CARP TO 37LB 12OZ. 
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All pegs on Manor Farm Lake are now only available via the ‘Catch’ 
booking app and website, please visit www.gocatch.fi sh for more 

details on how to book your pegs and set up an account.
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JAMIE ANDERSON 
LANDED THIS 
AWESOME 39LB 
8OZ MIRROR.

MAX DIGHTON 
WITH THIS TWO 

TONE MIRROR AT 
41LB IN MAY 2022.

THOMAS MOULD 
LANDED EIGHT CARP 
TO “THE OTHER LIN” 
AT 38LB, MAY 2022.

WARREN TEBB 
WITH “THE PRETTY 

ONE” AT 45LB, 
SEPTEMBER ‘2022.

“THE SERGEANT” 
AT 41LB 4OZ FOR 
RYAN RYVES ON 

MANOR FARM. 

MICHAEL SMITH  
LANDED 11 CARP, 
INCLUDING TWO AT 
38LB AND ANOTHER AT 
39LB. GREAT ANGLING! 

TIM DAVIES 
LANDED THIS 

CRACKING 37LB 
COMMON.

MATTHEW MILBOURNE 
LANDED THIS STUNNING 
37LB 6OZ LINEAR 
MIRROR, MARCH 2022.

 WHILE TENCH MARK 
MOLE LANDED THIS 

AWESOME 35LB MIRROR. 

KYLE THOMAS FISHING 
MANOR FARM LANDED A 
VERY IMPRESSIVE THREE 
40’S TO “THE PRETTY 
ONE” AT 44LB 1OZ.

KYLE WITH 
“LENS FISH” AT 

40LB 8OZ.



Post-16 to undergraduate courses
SPORTS FISHERIES  |  AQUACULTURE AND FISHERY MANAGEMENT  
MARINE ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION

THE SPACE  
TO SUCCEED

Apply or visit now SPARSHOLT.AC.UK

• Unique facilities including  
one hectare lake

• Taught by industry experts

• Great employment prospects

• Worldwide reputation
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Tar Farm
Complex

A
fter many years of hard work behind the scenes 
and even harder work at the site over the last 
12-months, everyone at the fi shery is extremely 
excited to announce that the NEW Linear 

Fisheries Tar Farm Complex is ready. This stunning site 
has been a work in progress for many years now, and we 
are all really pleased with how it’s turned out. The site 
boasts fi ve waters that range in size from 6 acres to 12 
acres, with each lake having its own unique feel. The lakes 
vary in depth from the relatively shallow Lake-6 to depths 
of 30ft plus in a couple of the other waters, so there 
should be fi shing to suit everyone.

For those that already know the fi shery, we have 
designed the new waters in the same style as our existing 
Hunts Corner Lake – we have limited the pegs on each 
water and ensured that every peg has its own piece 
of water. All the pegs have been custom built, using 
recycled plastic and locally sourced gravel and we have 
spent a substantial amount of money on creating tracks 
throughout the site that allow you to park or drop-off 
tackle very near to almost every peg, no back-breaking 
walks at Tar Farm…There are also three, easy-access 
wheelchair friendly pegs, like those on our existing waters 
that can be pre-booked.

With regards to the lakes stock, we’ve already 

introduced about £250,000 worth of stock into the new 
complex, which equates to around 2,000 carp, ranging 
from about 6lb to just over 30lb – we’ve also stocked a 
small number of small tench and crucian carp, and as with 
all our waters, the stocking policy will be on-going and we 
will continue to improve the waters with further stockings 
where required. We’ve also discovered that there is a 
healthy population of perch, pike, roach and rudd, with 
specimen sized pike and perch already landed during test 
fi shing at the lakes. (Read on for further details on the 
individual lakes stock or check out  the Catch and Linear 
websites).

All the pegs at the New Tar Farm site, will only be 
available through an online booking platform, with the 
pegs being bookable via the ‘Catch’ booking website, so 
please visit www.gocatch.fi sh for more details on how to 
book your pegs and set up an online account.

Important Notice: To get to the Tar Farm Lakes you 
will need to travel via Cogges Lane, this is a single-
track road with limited pacing places and some blind 
bends – so PLEASE watch your speed, especially near 
the residential area of cottages and around the bends. 
There’s no rush to get there, your peg will be pre-booked 
and the lakes aren’t going anywhere – so above all else, 
make sure you get there safely!

JOSH BENNETT 
CAUGHT 13 CARP 

TO 24LB ON A 
DAY SESSION.

AWESOME SUNSET 
OVER LAKE-7. PHOTO 
BY TOM MILLINGTON.
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All pegs on Tar Lakes are only available via the ‘Catch’ booking app 
and website, please visit www.gocatch.fi sh for more details on how 

to book your pegs and set up an account.

LAKE-4: Lake four is a beautiful, 
well matured water, and one that 
Linear believe anglers will instantly 
fall in love with. At 12 acres, this 
well stocked lake is also the biggest 
on the Tar Farm complex, but also 
has the fewest number of pegs, 
only seven! It’s a truly stunning 
water, where fishing is only allowed 
from one side, with the opposite 

side being out of bounds to anglers 
and left to wildlife and nature. 
This water has a good variation in 
depths and will be the only water 
at the Tar Farm site where, short, 
medium and genuine long-distance 
casting will all be available to 
anglers – it will also be the only lake 
at any Linear Fisheries site where 
bait-boats will be allowed, a first 

for Linear! **Please note** To get 
to Lake-4 you have to drive across 
a public right-of-way – Please take 
extra care when crossing this right-
of-way, drive slowly and be vigilant 
for any walkers and their dogs - 
This crossing is controlled by two 
gates that you will need to open 
for access to Lake-4, and MUST be 
shut behind you.

ALFIE WITH A 
LOVELY MIRROR 
FROM TAR FARM 
LAKE-4.

MATEUSZ 
MARGAÑSKI 
LANDED SOME 
CRACKING CARP 
FROM LAKE-4. 

KERRY LANDED 
CARP TO UPPER 
DOUBLES FROM 
LAKE-4. 

LINEAR BAIT AND 
TACKLE’S RUSSELL 
SANDWELL ON 
LAKE-4.

TROY MUTTON 
CAUGHT FOUR 
CARP TO THIS 
29LB MIRROR.  

THE NEW LAKE-4 
RECORD, CAUGHT 
BY NORMAN 
GOODEY AT 39LB. 

LAKE-4.
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LAKE-5:  This cracking 
water is about 9 acres 
in size and has a wide 
variation in depth, 
ranging from shallow 
corners to notably 
deeper areas that drop 
down to about 30ft. This 
well stocked lake is made 
up of 13 pegs, most of 
which are easy access 
and includes two that are 
specifically designed to 
accommodate wheelchair 
anglers. As with the 
other waters at Tar Farm, 
the pegs have been well 
spaced for mainly short 
to medium range fishing, 
with only very limited 
longer casting required.

LAKE-6: This is the first 
water that you see as you 
pull onto the Tar Farm 
complex. This lovely nine-
acre water is long and 
narrow, and has 12 well 
spread easy access pegs, 
one of which is designed 
to accommodate 
wheelchair anglers. It 
is also the shallowest 
water on the Tar Farm 
Complex, with an average 
depth of about 6ft and 
has a good stock of carp. 
As with most of the Tar 
Farm waters, the pegs 
have been well spaced for 
short to medium range 
fishing, and there are no 
long casts required.

LAKE-5.

MARC THEXTON 
LANDED EIGHT TO 19LB 
FROM TAR FARM LAKE-5.

AMELIA 
LANDED 
SOME 
AWESOME 
CARP. 
GREAT 
ANGLING!

LIAM 
CONNORS 
CAUGHT 
SOME 
GREAT 
CARP ON 
LAKE-5.

HIEIDI GOT IN ON THE 
ACTION ON LAKE-5.

CONNOR JOSEPH WITH 
A CRACKING SCALEY 
FROM LAKE-5.

LAKE-6.

ALFIE DRAPER 
WITH HIS NEW 
PB FROM LAKE-6.

LAETETIA 
CAUGHT 

SOME 
LOVELY 

CARP 
FROM 

LAKE-6.

BEN O’LEARY LANDED 
15 CARP FROM TAR 
FARM LAKE-6. 

CLAIRE 
MAYLING 
LANDED 
CARP 
TO 16LB 
FROM 
LAKE-6. 

ON TAR FARM LAKE-6, ADAM 
WILLIAMS LANDED SIX CARP 
TO 29LB 14OZ. 

LILLIAN 
WITH 
ONE OF 
THE FIRST 
CARP 
LANDED 
FROM 
LAKE-6.

JACOB WITH A LOVELY 
LINEAR FROM LAKE-6.
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All pegs on Tar Lakes are only available via the ‘Catch’ booking app 
and website, please visit www.gocatch.fi sh for more details on how 

to book your pegs and set up an account.

LAKE-7: This uniquely 
shaped, well-stocked water, 
is about 9 acres in size 
and has 12 purpose-built 
pegs – with most of these 
pegs being situated very 
close to either a car park 
or drop-off point. There are 
large variations of depths 
in Lake-7, ranging from 
shallow margins to deep 
clay areas of nearly 40ft in 
depth. Again, the pegs have 
been well spaced for short 
to medium range fishing, 
and there are no long casts 
required.

PAUL BRENNAN 
CAUGHT THIS 

26LB 8OZ LAKE 
RECORD FROM 

LAKE-7. 

JAMES 
GODFREY 

WITH A 
CRACKING 

CARP FROM 
LAKE-7.

CHRIS 
HORLE 
CAUGHT 
SEVEN CARP 
TO 16LB IN 
APRIL 2022.

TOM ADLAM 
LANDED THE LAKE 
RECORD COMMON 
AT 26LB FROM 
LAKE-7. 

LAKE-7.

LAKE-8.

SOME OF THE 
AWESOME CARP 
STEVE COE 
CAUGHT FROM 
LAKE-8.

ON LAKE-8, 
CHARLIE 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 32LB 
2OZ COMMON. 

GAZ FRYER WITH 
THE LAKE-8 

RECORD –ANGE’S 
FISH AT 33LB 10OZ!

LAKE-8: At six acres, this is the smallest 
water on the Tar Farm Complex with eight 
pegs. Most of these pegs are easy access 
and have been well spaced for mainly 
short to medium range fishing, with only 
limited longer casting required – and with 
a smaller head of larger fish stocked, 
compared to the other Tar Farm waters, 
the hope is that TF-8 will become the ‘Big-
Fish’ water of the Tar Farm site. There is a 
nice variation in depths throughout TF-8 
and it will suit most angling styles.
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J
oined together by a narrow channel 
these two waters provide some fi rst 
class fi shing and contain some very 

pretty carp that were selected specifi cally 
for these waters. If you like scaly, stunning 
fi sh, these are the waters for you! 

Hardwick/Smiths fi shed very well in 2022, 
producing loads of 30lb fi sh topped by 
commons over 40lb and mirrors to mid-40. 
During the last few years we have boosted 
the stocks of these wonderful waters, and 
Linear now estimates the carp stock to be 
just over 1,000, with loads of these fi sh now 
in excess of 20lb in weight.

It is Linear’s policy to continue with 
stocking more carp, with small top-ups 
planned over the coming years.

 In addition to the carp, the waters also 
hold some tremendous fi sh of other species. 
In recent years there have been tench to 
11lb-plus, roach to 3lb 15oz, pike to 31lb and 
bream over 15lb.

Hardwick Lake
& Smith’s Pool

WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
During the last couple of years, we have 
had reports of two catfi sh being caught 
from the water; these fi sh shouldn’t be 
there and probably moved as small fi sh 
back in 2007 during the summer fl oods. 

We have a temporary licence with the EA 
but they must be removed from the water 
when caught. If anyone lands a catfi sh from 
the water, please retain it in their net and 
contact one of the fi shery team.

FISHING ON THE SURFACE, 
CARL STRAFORD CAUGHT 
THIS STUNNING MIRROR. 

GEORGE 
SWEENEY WITH 
A CRACKING 
36LB MIRROR 
IN APRIL 2022.

RYAN SIMMONS LANDED 
17 CARP TO THE NEW 
LAKE RECORD COMMON 
AT 41LB 10OZ IN 
OCTOBER 2022.

SAM JACKSON 
WITH A 36LB 

NEW PB.

JACK DE CAUGHT 
THIS CRACKING 32LB 

LEATHER FROM 
HARDWICK SMITHS, 

APRIL 2022.

LINEAR’S KEENAN 
DALLIMORE LANDED 
FOUR CARP TO 31LB 4OZ.
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PLEASE TAKE CARE IF CROSSING 
THE B4449 ROAD BETWEEN 

MANOR & ST. JOHNS AND THE 
HARDWICK CAR PARK.

ZAC WITH THE SOUGHT 
AFTER COVER FISH 
40LB 6OZ MIRROR. 

STEPHEN COOK 
WITH A CRACKING 
MIRROR, NOV 22.

ONE OF THE STUNNING 
MIRRORS THAT ARE IN 
HARDWICK SMITHS. 
FINLEY TODHUNTER 
CAUGHT QUITE A FEW 
IN 2022. 

CHRIS CONNOLLY 
FISHING HARDWICK 
SMITHS LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 30LB MIRROR, 
MAY 2022.

CORY HODSON 
WITH THE BIG 

MIRROR AT 45LB 
8OZ, JUNE 2022.

JASON BEDWELL 
LANDED THIS 
LOVELY 23LB 
MIRROR.

JONNY HOWE 
LANDED HIS NEW 
PB OF 34LB 7OZ.



St Johns
Pool
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T
his famous water now holds hundreds of fi sh in excess of 
20lb in weight with many fi sh weighing in excess of 30lb. 
Many of these bigger fi sh have been caught at over 36lb 
and at the right time of the year at least six of them have 

been recorded in excess of 40. The record for a common is 48lb 
4oz, for a mirror it’s 48lb 12oz and for a ghostie, 39lb 2oz.

Linear is continuing a stocking policy on St Johns that has seen 
many nice carp introduced in recent years.

The tench fi shing is fi rst class and fi sh to over 12lb along with 
bream of over 15lb have been recorded. Catfi sh regularly feature in 
catches and continue to be targeted by dedicated catfi sh anglers, 
the biggest recorded in recent years was over 110lb. There are now 
at least fi ve fi sh over 70lb in the water, one which weighs over 
80lb. Pike to over 20lb have been caught and in the past the water 
has produced them to over 28lb. 

Please remember that the gates will be locked between 9pm and 
7.30am (March-Sept) and between 6pm and 7.30am (Oct-Feb). If 
you arrive during these lock up times you must wait with your car 
in the early arrival car park by Hardwick Lake. 

DANIEL MEREDITH 
LANDED FIVE CARP 
TO THIS AWESOME 
32LB 40OZ MIRROR IN 
JUNE 2022.

ALFIE ROCK WITH 
A 29LB MIRROR 
FROM ST JOHNS, 
MARCH 2022.

ANTHONY SPEAKMAN 
LANDED THIS 
STUNNING NEW PB 
AT 35LB 13OZ.

ARSENAL LEGEND, 
DAVID SEAMAN WITH 
A CRACKING 32LB 
MIRROR. 

LINEAR BAIT AND TACKLE’S 
CARL STRATFORD LANDED 
AN IMPRESSIVE 20 CARP TO 
32LB ON TWO DAY-SESSIONS.

JAMES CORBETT CAUGHT 
HIS NEW PB OF 33LB 8OZ. 
WHAT A FISH!
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PLEASE TAKE CARE IF CROSSING THE B4449 
ROAD BETWEEN MANOR & ST. JOHNS AND THE 
HARDWICK CAR PARK.
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FLOPPY TAIL AT 
44LB 2OZ FOR 

LUKEY MAY. 

NATHAN 
GETTINS CAUGHT 
FIVE CARP TO 
35LB 10OZ.

KAM LANDED 
THE NEW 
LAKE RECORD 
GHOSTIE AT 
49LB 2OZ, 
MAY 2022.

OXFORD UNITED’S CAMERON 
BRANNAGAN LANDED CARP TO 

35LB, INCLUDING FOUR 30’S .

SHANE BEARD 
LANDED THIS 
AWESOME PB 
MIRROR AT 
42LB 10OZ.

MARK PHILLIPS 
CAUGHT CARP TO 
“THE BOX COMMON” 
AT 45LB 4OZ.

LEWIS BROWN WITH 
THE “GREY LADY” 

AT 38LB 15OZ.

SCOTT ORMEROD 
WITH A LOVELY 
MIRROR.

THIS 34LB MIRROR WAS PART 
OF SEVEN CARP LANDED BY 

TOM MAKER IN MAY 2022.  



www.totalcarpmagazine.com

Get out there with
Total Carp has helped
re-invigorate my love for 
carp fi shing.

Tony,                subscriber

Phil,                subscriber

Total Carp has been the 
perfect companion on my 
fi shing trips this winter.
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 Luke Vallory takes on a frozen Berners Hall James Armstrong's one-bait approach 
Dave Lane's winter fishing diary Win an Aqua Ultralite 100 bivvy and loads more!

R ED-LETTER DAYS
Choose the r ight venue 

and have a winter to 
remember 

TOTAL CARP'S 32-PAGE ALTERNATIVE RIG GUIDE!TOTAL CARP'S 32-PAGE ALTERNATIVE RIG GUIDE!

INSIDE THE MIND OF 
ELLIOTT GRAY

How water temperature 
affects your f ishing… 

and what to do about i t !

"JUST GET OUT THER E!"
That 's  Alan Blair 's 

advice after this 
month's  Road Trip

Ian Chil lcott & Scott 

Karabowicz reveal  al l  you 

need to know about the 

ult imate cold-water tactic

Tom Stokes shares five game changers 
that could transform your fishing in 2023!
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Sick and tired of the same old Ronnie Rig? Spice up your rig box with this selection of tried & tested rigs!

Featuring rigs from Dave Levy, Ian Russell, Mark Holmes, Scott Lloyd, Dave Lane & many more!

Sick and tired of the same old Ronnie Rig? Spice up your rig box with this 
Featuring rigs from Dave Levy, Ian Russell, 

ALTERNATIVE RIG GUIDE

BOOST YOUR 
ZIG GAME!BOOST YOUR 
ZIG GAME!

Featuring rigs from Dave Levy, Ian Russell, Mark Holmes, Scott Lloyd, Dave Lane & many more!

AA
RIG GUIDE

180 PAGES 
OF COMBINED 

CARPY 
CONTENT!

PLUS

SECRETS TO SUCCESSSECRETS TO SUCCESS
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 Rob Hughes reveals your next big edge Nigel Sharp on building confidence
Alan Blair 's carp-packed Road Trip Brad Wegner's spring tips and loads more!

LEAR N THE 
LAKE BED

Why Chil ly never 
leaves his  marker 

f loat behind!

SUCC EED ON 
SANDHURST

How to catch on 
day-tickets l ike 

Luke Vallory

Ell iott Gray 's  one r ig
to rule them all !

One of the UK's most consistent carp anglers, Tom talks about the 
game changers he brought to his fishing… and you should too!

FREE

Featuring venue maps for Farlow, Sandhurst, Elsons, Oxlease and Norton Disney Pettit’s Lake!

UK’S BEST
DAY-TICKET
WATERS Part One

PLUS

THE ONLY 
RIG YOU'LL 
EVER NEED
THE ONLY 
RIG YOU'LL 
EVER NEED

MASTER THE C HOD
Lewis Read's  guide 

to his  favourite 
spring tactic

awesome venue maps inside!
awesome venue 
awesome venue maps inside!maps inside!

WIN A 
RIPPTON 
BAIT BOAT 

WORTH 
£1,499!
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 A tropical road trip for Alan Blair Alex Grice's spring spot preparation
Dave Lane's tricky month A red-letter year for Rick Golder and loads more!

EUR EKA MOMENTS
J im Wilson reveals the 

game changers that 
transformed his  f ishing

DAY-SESSION TAC TICS
Bonesy 's  top t ips for 

successful  day time 
action

How to t ie Danny Fairbrass' 
successful  r ig !

Ian Russell's day-ticket tactics, Ellio�  Gray's opportunist angling 
& Ian Chillco� 's thoughts on how carp respond to the weather

FREE

Featuring venue maps for Brasenose One, Kingfisher, Thorney, Suffolk Water Park and Loggies!

UK’S BEST
DAY-TICKET
WATERS Part Two

PLUS

UNDERWATER 
TEST TAPESUNDERWATER 
TEST TAPES

more awesome venue maps inside!

more awesome 
more awesome venue maps inside!
venue maps inside!

>

 WIN THREE 
NASH LR 

8000 REELS 
WORTH
£389.97

32-PAGE GUIDE TO THE UK'S BEST DAY-TICKET WATERS – PART TWO!32-PAGE GUIDE TO THE UK'S BEST DAY-TICKET WATERS – PART TWO!

MAKE THIS SPRING 
YOUR BEST YET!

MAKE THIS SPRING 
YOUR BEST YET!

 WIN THREE 
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T
he FIPSed Women’s 
Carp Fishing World 
Championship 2022 
saw eight nations 

compete in a 72hour endurance 
competition at Linear Fisheries 
from Wednesday 31 August to 
Saturday 3rd September with 
opening and closing ceremonies 
held at Henry Box School in 
Witney. The event took place on 
Brasenose Two and Hardwick 
Smiths on the complex. 

The event had three pairs 
from each nation fishing across 
three sections (two sections 
on B-2 and one section on 
Hardwick Smiths). FIPSed 
World Championship events 
are determined with a points 
scoring system based on the 
total weight of fish caught. The 
points system keeps things 
very interesting and means that 

often just one fishing being 
caught by any pair will change 
the overall standings, keeping 
things exciting and it all to play 
for right through the match. 

Records were broken with a 
44lb7oz mirror being caught 
by Team Latvia, which is the 
biggest carp caught in any 
FIPSed Carp Fishing World 
Championship, as well as being 
the biggest fish in Hardwick 
Smiths. 

The leader board changed 
frequently over the three days 
which made for an exciting 
event and a nail-biting finish 
with gold, silver and bronze 
medal positions determined 
in the final hour of the match. 
Team England occupied the 
gold medal position going 
into the last night but by the 
time morning broke on the 

2022 Women’s 
Carp Fishing 
World Championship

THE MEDAL-WINNING SQUADS 
ON STAGE AT THE CLOSING 
CEREMONY.
(CREDIT LAUREN STANFORD).

JANE HENTHORN (LEFT) AND 
MIRANDA BROWN (RIGHT), 
CARP TEAM ENGLAND. (CREDIT 
ELLIE BRADDICK-HUGHES).

ANTONIA BEVILACQUA (LEFT) 
AND AIMEE EATON (RIGHT), 

CARP TEAM ENGLAND. (CREDIT 
ELLIE BRADDICK-HUGHES).

ELLEN BEEDHAM 
(LEFT) AND KAYLEIGH 
DOWD (RIGHT). 
(CREDIT ELLIE 
BRADDICK-HUGHES).

THE FLAG PARADE AT 
WITNEY BOX SCHOOL.
(CREDIT LAUREN 
STANFORD).



final day England were 
down to 5th and Ukraine 
had taken the top spot. 
Team England fought to 
the death and managed 
to do what they needed 
to get to silver medal 
position but just couldn’t 
get a fish in C section that 
they desperately needed 
to take the gold. The 
Ukrainian team fished a 
solid match and showed 
true team spirit throughout 
the match. 

The final results saw 
Ukraine take team gold, 
with England in silver and 
Latvia in bronze.  Pair’s 
gold was taken by Bianca 
Venema & Anoek Bonnet 
of Team Netherlands, 
closely followed by Loreta 
Birzule & Linda Laskovska 
of Team Latvia in silver 

position and Miranda 
Brown & Jane Henthorn of 
Team England in bronze. 
These latest results mean 
that Carp Team England 
ladies are now ranked no.1 
in the world – a fantastic 
result after closely fought 
competition.

This was a milestone 
event for the entire angling 
community and supports 
the continued growth of 
female angling.

The Ladies Carp Team 
England squad and event 
organisers would like to 
say a massive thanks to 
Linear Fisheries and all 
their staff for their support 
with this historic event. 
There was nowhere else 
we would have wanted to 
host the event on home 
turf. 
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TEAM ENGLAND AND TEAM 
UKRAINE GETTING INTO THE 
SPIRIT OF THINGS. (CREDIT 
LAUREN STANFORD).

UKRAINE THE ‘WOMEN’S CARP 
FISHING WORLD CHAMPIONS 2022’ 

SINGING THEIR NATIONAL ANTHEM.
(CREDIT LAUREN STANFORD).

LADIES CARP TEAM ENGLAND 
SHOWING THEIR PASSION AND 
EXCITEMENT FOR THE EVENT. 
(CREDIT LILIAN MAY PEDLEY).

Some like  
it HOT...

NEW2021 NEWFLAVOUR NEWFLAVOURS NEW5MMSIZE

NEW

NEW

NEW5KG BAG NEW1.8KG BAG

5 KG
for Price

of 4kg 5 kg
for Price

of 4kg

NEW

Available in:
15mm, 20mm & 26mm 1kg bags RRP £11.45   •   15mm & 20mm 1.8kg bags RRP £14.99

15mm & 20mm 5kg bags RRP £39.45
Pop-ups, Hard Hookbaits and Liquid Attractant also available

• High-quality fishmeal boilie, packed with Krill meal
• Chilli flakes and powder included for a ‘hot’ taste

• Iconic crab flavour combined with blended fish oils
• Firm texture, yet excellent attractor dispersion

A FEATHERWEIGHT  
THAT PACKS A PUNCH

Weighs only 520g
Lightweight C-40X carbon frame & side plates

Even Flow Roller System with DLC coating
Rotor with tangle guard

Fast progressive, carbon fibre drag system
Super slow oscillation for perfect line lay

Ultra-lightweight aluminium spools 
Dual, spring loaded, line clips

Spare aluminium spool with two reducers
Lightweight screw-in handle with ergonomic grip

9+1 HPB bearings
Gear ratio 4.3:1

Frictionless A7075 aluminium main shaft 
Worm shaft transmission system 

Rotor brake system 
Line capacity - 0.33mm/680m, 0.35mm/600m, 0.38mm/500m

Not only packs a punch, but is packed with features - 
strength, durability and lightness combined to create the 
ultimate big pit Carp reel.

12000 BIG PIT REEL

NEW

RRP £183.99

LINEAR DYNAMITE+OKUMA AD-297x210mm.indd   1 20/02/2023   18:22



Linear Gift Vouchers
Linear Fisheries has a range of gift vouchers that can be 
used to pay for your fi shing at any of our waters. 
The vouchers make a perfect present and are available 
in values of £5, £10, £20, £50 and £100. 

Linear Gift VouchersLinear Gift VouchersLinear Gift Vouchers

Online Shop
Gift vouchers and a range of 

Linear merchandise can all 
be bought directly from our 

online store.

Online Shop
Gift vouchers and a range of 

Linear merchandise can all 
be bought directly from our 

online store.

THE 
PERFECT 
GIFT!
PERFECT 

Where to order: 
Vouchers can be ordered via phone, online or purchased when you visit the 
fi shery from our purpose-built onsite tackle shop – Linear Bait and Tackle.

www.linear-fi sheries.co.uk
or call: 01865 300580 or 07885 327708





Other
Species
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L
inear is renowned for its 
abundance or carp, however in 
recent years the complex 

 has seen more and more dedicated 
tench anglers visiting the complex, 
along with many who now fancy the 
challenge of the big roach that we 
have on offer. With the number of 
big tench now around the complex, 
it’s no surprise, particularly in the 
spring, to find as many tench anglers 
on Manor and Hardwick as there 
are carpers. During the last couple 
of seasons, Hardwick, Oxlease, St 
Johns and Manor Farm lakes have 
all produced fish over double figures 
and even the Brasenose waters now 
have fish approaching that size. 

St Johns, as well as being 
renowned for its fabulous carp 

fishing, has become a very popular 
venue for catfish and every year sees 
more anglers making these fish their 
target. The current catfish record 
for the lake now stands at over 110lb 
and we believe there are at least five 
different fish over 70lb residing in 
the water. Manor Farm also holds a 
few cats to just over 50lb.

Although not present in large 
numbers, double-figure bream have 
been caught from Hardwick Lake/
Smiths Pool, Manor Farm, Hunts 
Corner, Brasenose One and St Johns, 
but of the three Hardwick/Smiths 
Pool holds the largest head of bream. 

Roach, rudd and perch abound in 
all the Linear waters and more often 
than not are neglected by anglers. 
In the past some very big surprises 

have turned up and are expected 
to again and again. In fact, during 
recent years, Oxlease, Brasenose 
One and Brasenose Two have all 
produced some very impressive 
roach to over 3lb.

Nearly all the lakes provide some 
great pike fishing and Linear runs 
its own pike matches through the 
winter.

Linear has three small waters, 
Hunts Corner Pond, One Summer 
Pond and the float lake. All available 
for single rod fishing, these little 
waters are heavily stocked with a 
variety of fish, making them ideal for 
youngsters and small matches.

Whatever you fish for you will be 
welcome on our waters and we look 
forward to seeing you there.

ON MANOR FARM, 
MARK MOLE HAD A 
CRACKING TENCH 
SESSION. 

ON ST JOHNS, RYAN 
RYVES LANDED CARP 

TO 31LB AND THIS 
56LB CAT FROM ST 

JOHNS IN MARCH 2022.

ONE OF THE 
PIKE LANDED 
FROM A PIKE 

MATCH ON 
MANOR FARM. 

BACK IN MAY 2022 
LEWIS BALDWIN 
LANDED TENCH 

TO THIS 10LB 3OZ 
SPECIMEN.

FISHING MANOR FARM, 
DARRAN AND JOE 
LANDED CATFISH TO 57LB 
4OZ FROM MANOR FARM. 

FISHING TAR FARM 
LAKE 8 ALFIE 
DRAPER LANDED 
THIS CRACKING 
5LB 4OZ TENCH. 
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MATTHEW PERRING 
CAUGHT THIS 
MONSTER 15LB 8OZ 
BREAM FROM MANOR 
FARM IN MAY 2022.

MARTIN PERRING 
ON HARDWICK 
SMITHS WITH AN 
11LB 9OZ BREAM. 

LINEAR BAIT AND 
TACKLE’S CARLE 
STRATFORD WITH 
A LOVELY 3LB 2OZ 
PERCH FROM B2.

FISHING ST 
JOHNS, BEN 
WELTON LANDED 
HIS FIRST CAT  AT 
71LB IN MAY 2022.

TESTING OUT LINEAR 
FISHERIES NEW 
CAT BAIT, TREVOR 
RAWLINGS CAUGHT 
THIS 66LB CAT.

JOHN REARDON ON 
ST JOHNS LANDED 
THREE CATS TO 75LB, 
AUGUST 2022. CHRIS LOWE WITH SOME 

OF THE CATS HE LANDED 
FROM ST JOHNS.

IN THE WINTER 
2022 ON TAR FARM, 
MATTHEW PERRING 
LANDED SOME 
CRACKING PERCH. 

BEN GRIFFITHS 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 12LB 
BREAM. 

A NICE PIKE 
CAUGHT FROM 
MANOR FARM, 
DECEMBER 2022.

SHANE BEARD WITH 
A 86LB CAT FROM 
ST JOHNS, MAY 2022.

THIS MASSIVE 108LB 
CAT WAS LANDED BY 
JAMIE LOVERIDGE ON 
ST JOHNS POOL.

CRAIG STEVENSON 
WITH THIS 57LB CAT.





You’ve recycled over 
40 million meters of 
fishing line!  
In 2016 the first tackle shop to sign up to
the scheme collected the first batch of fishing 
line to be recycled.  
 
Since then, we’ve ensured over 40 million  
meters has been kept out of the environment 
and has been recycled into other products. 

But this is only a fraction of the fishing line 
used in the UK every year.  
 
Recycling your line via the ANLRS is 
the only way to ensure it doesn’t end 
up incinerated or in landfill.  
 
To find your nearest recycle point, visit our  
website: anglers-nlrs.co.uk 

TOGETHER WE CAN RECYCLE IT
We recycle mono, fluoro, braid, fly lines, plastic spools and angling related single use plastics. 
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Tom Maker  

The capital 
of Oxford…



I
’ve fished the complex 
for many years now, 
dating all the way back 
to 2006 when I first 

eyed up the BYCAC’s. Back 
then it wasn’t easy for me 
to get to the complex with 
me being in my early teens 
and living a fair distance 
away and solely relying 
on my dad to drive me 
there. Back then, and even 
now, it’s arguably the most 
famous complex of lakes in 
the UK, even in Europe they 
know about Linear and its 
lakes which says a lot. 

The lake I fished first 
was Oxlease, I had multiple 
sessions there and I think it 
was around the same time 

that Brasenose One was 
just opening too. The place 
just gripped me from the 
start and a memory that 
sticks firmly in my mind is 
my first 30lb carp from the 
complex, on Oxlease. It was 
one of the original scaleys 
and I remember being 
blown away at the time. 
For a young lad back then, 
Linear was quite a daunting 
place to turn up and fish. 
The lakes aren’t small and 
there’s a lot of names and 
good anglers that surround 
you. Once I’d found my 
feet, especially through 
the BYCAC competitions, 
it opened my eyes with 
how to fish accurately and 

practice methods such as 
spodding over zigs which 
really did elevate a few 
bites into multiple hits. 
Those few competitions 
that I entered really showed 
me how to fish effectively 
and accurately, something 
which forms the base of my 
angling today, regardless of 
tactics.

The fishing styles of the 
very good anglers at Linear, 
such as ‘three on a spot’, 
influenced the fishing of 
others. Their results were 
incomparable which, in turn, 
spurred me on to follow 
suit. The tactic is simple on 
paper, but hard to perfect 
and make the most of.

One of the most common 
questions I get asked is 
“Why do you keep going 
back to Linear?” 

When most people fish 
a syndicate lake, they fish 
that particular lake until 
they catch the one they 
want – which is usually the 
biggest – that might take 
a year, it might take three 
months or even five years.

There are seven day-
ticket lakes at Linear and 
with the amount of people 
that fish them, there are 
fish that are not necessarily 
a target when you start 
but as times moves on, 
even if you were targeting 
a particular fish – The Box 

It goes without saying that Linear Fisheries has been a huge part of 
my life, not only personally but also a significant place that has 
enabled me to make a living from angling – something I’m very 
grateful for.

facebook.com/officiallinearfisheries

There is no close season on any of The linear day TickeT waTers
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Common for example – 
while you’re trying to catch 
that, you’ve got a number of 
other carp coming through 
on all the other lakes too. 

If you did two years on 
each lake on average, that’s 
14 years’ worth of fishing! 
In that time, you’ll have so 
many carp over the 40lb 
barrier that it’s hard to 
argue why you wouldn’t 
want to stay!

As it stands, you’ve 
got a lake record on B1 
at over 50lb, B2 around 
the 46lb mark, Hunts over 
40lb, Manor’s over 50lb, 
Hardwick/Smiths over 45lb, 
St Johns nearing 50lb and 
Oxlease is the same… it’s 
mind-blowing. 

The only carp that are 
the same size as when I 
started fishing Linear are the 
originals in St Johns like The 
Box Common, Big Plated 
etc. When I first stepped 
foot on Linear, Brasenose 
One had pretty much a 
stock of single figure carp in 
comparison to now, which 
I’d argue is one of the best 
big-fish day-ticket waters 
in the country. I would 
estimate there are around 
22-30 different carp over 
40lb now, definitely one 
over 50lb and maybe a 
few more at the right time 
of year. As for 30lb, it’s 
a guessing game but I’d 
estimate upwards of 300. 
That lake is where I’ve also 
caught my biggest from the 
complex; The Beast at 51lb 
12oz. 

I’ve never specifically tried 
to target any of the carp 
in the lakes purely because 
of the lakes and how busy 
they are, it’s a tall order 
to specifically angle for a 
certain one. The amount of 
carp in the lakes make it a 
numbers game, and you’ve 
got to hope with how busy 
they are that your name’s 
on it if it’s in the area. For 
the number of lines in the 
water and rod hours on 
the lakes, I’d say that the 
more known carp are just as 
hard to catch as anywhere 
else. If you do the maths 
between how many anglers 
fish one of the lakes and 
how often the main targets 
come out, it’s very hard to 
disagree! With the nature 
of the fishing, you may 
find yourself on a different 
lake each time you visit 
depending on how busy the 
complex is and how well 
certain lakes are fishing. I 
never have a specific lake 
in mind when turning up, 
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even if I had a good session 
the previous week – you 
have to treat each session 
individually.

Over the years, I’ve 
caught a hell of a lot of 
carp from the complex and 
found that a great tactic to 
nick a bite when the going 
got tough was zigs, but 
this came at a sacrifice, it 
seemed, to the size of the 
carp. Every time I fished 
over bait I seemed to pick 
out the larger stamp of 
carp, regardless of which 
lake I fished on. Zigs are a 
brilliant method, arguably 
the best for getting bites 
on Linear but I’d never 
caught anything of any 
size. I remember fondly 
fishing on St Johns and 
was catching quite a few 
on zigs, then a guy next 
door turned up, whacked 
out a solid bag and caught 
The Box Common… from 
that day I said to myself 
that regardless of bites, I’m 
not going to sit there with 
zigs on and solely fish on 
the bottom and fish for the 
bigger carp. They’re that 
size because they eat bait 
clearly, and that lead to me 
catching my first 40lber 
from the complex on Manor, 

around 2020 if my memory 
serves me right. 

It was a roasting hot 
day that screamed zigs, 
but I stuck to my guns 
and theory, and it paid off. 
The old me would’ve seen 
the fish near the surface 
and flung zigs out, but 
fortunately I decided to 
stick to fishing over the 
bait. I was always confident 
in what I was doing would 
work, but it was then a 
case of going onto the 
other lakes and resisting 
temptation to put zigs out, 
and instead persist with 
bait on the deck. I then had 
a great run on B1 landing 
several 40’s regardless 
of the high pressure and 
‘ziggy’ weather. This then 
followed the same pattern 
moving over to Oxlease 
for a session whilst Tom 
from Sticky was down, 
and I ended up landing the 
biggest mirror in the lake 
at 46lb. Most of the largest 
carp I’ve caught from Linear 
have been ones which have 
come through the ranks 
most recently, and I was 
really keen to catch some of 
the really old, original carp 
that Linear is famed for in 
the likes of St Johns. After 
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seeing the big common on 
the bank, I really did want 
to catch it and started to 
try and get more sessions 
on there, in the hope 
that I’d meet it one day. 
Fortunately, that wish came 
true whilst being there with 
my daughter – a moment 
and memory I’ll cherish for 
a very long time. At 47lb 
10oz, the weight wasn’t 
really relevant but after 
knowing about that carp 
since I first stepped foot 
onto the grounds of Linear, 
catching it really was an 
honour. A mega, old original 
that 99% of carp anglers 
would know about, and 
where it was from. 

More recently, Brasenose 
One did a fish that was 
only going to be a matter 
of time before it nudged 

past the 50lb mark, a carp 
aptly named The Beast 
for obvious reasons, and I 
made it my mini-target to 
try catch that. I say mini-
target as like I said, it’s very 
hard to target a specific 
carp on a busy water like 
B1, with the chance of 
that bite probably being 
around 1200/1 along with 
the constant turnover of 
anglers, it wasn’t going to 
be an easy thing to do. I’d 
also be using pretty much 
the same tactics of what 
everyone else would be 
doing, and things that I’ve 
documented heavily in film 
and print over the years. 
The only thing that I would 
say gave me an advantage 
in situations like this would 
be when I drive through 
those gates, I’m off to 

work and I’m seeing it as 
my duty to put maximum 
effort in every time I fish. I 
appreciate that people are 
coming here for different 
reasons, socials for example. 
If I start catching at say 
8pm in the pouring rain, 
most people might think 
sod that I’m going to bed, 
but I’ll stay awake and try 
catch all through the night 
if that’s when the carp are 
feeding. When I did catch 
The Beast, it was probably 
my biggest achievement 
from here because so much 
is against you to catch it. 
Sometimes it’s not the bite 
that’s the hardest to get, 
it’s landing the carp. The 
swims can be quite tight in 
places and when fishing at 
longer range, they do tend 
to kite left or right. You’re 

reliant on a smooth landing 
as well as your terminal 
being up to the job, hence 
why my setup and rigs have 
rarely changed over the 
years as I’ve got optimum 
confidence in what I’m 
using – this is a massive 
part of why I think I’ve had 
a lot of successful sessions 
at Linear. To see B1 go from 
losing a number of fish 
to the floods in 2008/09, 
and then growing back 
up through the ranks into 
what it’s become today is 
a massive achievement for 
the fishery in my eyes. I’ll 
never not stop coming here, 
there’s always fish growing, 
being introduced and it’ll 
only go from strength-to-
strength each year as the 
best day-ticket water in the 
country.
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come with an open mind, don’t just go on what’s 
on social media and what lake is fishing really 

well. You don’t have to be on that lake, there are 
over 200 pegs on the complex, with many on 

each lake being very good pegs all year round, so 
keep your options open!

don’t go too mad with the baiting, i see people 
turning up with buckets of it and they think that’ll 
catch them fish because there’s a larger stock of 
carp. That isn’t always the case, you can always 
put bait in but not take it out. Trickle it in and 

apply more if bites start coming.

Solid bags are a great method when the lakes 
are fishing tricky, I never leave home without my 
solid bag bucket ready to be cast to a showing 

carp!

If bites aren’t coming, try the zigs. Chances are if 
they aren’t biting on the bottom, they’re sat in the 
layers and the only way you’ll get their attention 

is zigs.

Use bait that you’re confident in and a mix 
which is heavy/dense, so it reaches the bottom. 
You’ll have seen my manilla or Krill mulch that 
I like to use, and that’s so it’s a dense crumb 
which ensures the bait gets to the bottom of 
the lakebed and creates that carpet of feed 

and lingers in the swim. Do this combined with 
digestible go-to items like hemp and corn  and 
you simply can’t go wrong tactically! Execute 
everything accurately and efficiently and you 

have a recipe for success!

Tom’s top tips for 
turning up to Linear



TIP 1

TIP 3

TIP 2

TIP 4

I have utmost confidence in my baiting approach during the warmer months, with a tried and tested mix that serves me well, but you 
still need to get the fundamentals right in your angling to ensure you’re fishing effectively and accurately to amass those big hits!

I like a mix with multiple items such as, hemp, 
bloodworm and corn mixed amongst The Krill Active.

Accuracy is key to amassing bigger hits 
of fish, especially on the Linear pits.

A highly attractive hookbait is a 
must to get those quicker bites.

Using liquids in the mix can really 
boost the attraction levels.

T O M  M A K E R ’ S
L I N E A R  T I P S

S P R I N G  &  S U M M E R
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TIP 1

TIP 3

TIP 2

TIP 4

When the temperatures cool, it’s all about keeping your options open. Whether you’re fishing over my trusted Manilla Active mulch 
mix, or looking to nick quick bites with solid bags and zigs, my angling revolves around choosing the right tactic to suit the situation. 

High attract solid bags are a great way to nick 
bites without over committing with bait.

Adding small items into your mix is a great way to 
keep the carp grubbing with minimal bait application.

Don’t neglect zigs! They can be the difference 
when the carp are off the lake bed.

When fishing over bait, adding hot water will 
instantly make it softer and more soluble in the lake.

A U T U M N  &  W I N T E R
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Brasenose
One
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T
here are now more 30lb carp in Brasenose One than we can keep 
track of and we think there are at least 12 different forties to over 50lb. 
We believe we are being very conservative in the estimated number 

of thirties, it’s probably a lot more! The biggest of these has been caught 
at 52lb and is the lake record, the water also holds commons and ghosties 
over 30lb. Weights on the water continue to rise and multiple catches are 
commonplace. The large head of carp this water contains continues to 
produce some stunning results. With at least 45 per cent of its estimated 
1,900 stock believed to weigh in excess of 20lb and a majority of the 
remainder now being upper doubles, Brasenose One continues to provide 
great sport for the visiting angler.

Don’t forget B1 also contains many specimen roach to over 3lb, along with 
some very large bream, tench, pike and perch.

THIS 33LB 7OZ 
NEW PB WAS 
LANDED BY 
TINTISAN RATES. 

DAVE MILLS 
WITH SCAR 
AT 30LB 2OZ. 

CHES BOUGHEN 
LANDED AN 
IMPRESSIVE 20 
CARP, TOPPED 
BY THIS 
STUNNING 37LB 
MIRROR.

COSTEL SENCHIA 
LANDED THIS 
42LB MIRROR.

JORDAN WEST 
CAUGHT THIS 
CRACKING 37LB 
MIRROR.

STE MONKS 
CAUGHT FIVE 
CARP TO THIS 
CRACKING 37LB 
12OZ MIRROR.

CRAIG GWILLIAM 
CAUGHT HIS NEW 
PB AT 44LB 5OZ.

RYAN BRIDGE 
LANDED CARP TO 
THIS CRACKING 
38LB 11OZ COMMON, 
MAY 2022.

JOE HALL 
LANDED A NEW 
PB AT 41LB 7OZ.
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JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS 
2022, RUSSELL WEB LANDED 
THIS 39LB COMMON FROM B1.

TROY MUTTON 
WITH HIS HIS 
NEW PB OF 
36LB.

FISHING B1, RAIVIS 
TRECAKS LANDED 
THIS CRACKING 
35LB MIRROR.

CHRIS BARKER 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 43LB 
8OZ MIRROR, 
SEPTEMBER 2022.

STEVE HILL 
CAUGHT FIVE 

CARP TO 39LB.

NATHAN 
DELACRUZ 

LANDED 
13 CARP 

TO 39LB. 
BEATING HIS 

PB TWICE! 
MAY 2022

OCTOBER 22, 
DAN AVRAM 
WITH A 
CRACKING 
44LB MIRROR. 

CRAIG 
NASHLANDED 

THIS STUNNING 
27LB MIRROR.

TOM MAKER FINALLY LANDED HIS 
TARGET, “THE BEAST” AT 51LB 12OZ. 
PART OF A 25 FISH CATCH.  



Brasenose
Two
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W
e now estimate the carp stock to be 
over 1,900. A high percentage of the 
fi sh stocked have been commons, fully 

scaled and linear scaled – all of which are maturing 
rapidly and Brasenose Two is already rivalling its 
sister lake Brasenose One as a runs water. 

Records now stand at 46lb 8oz for a mirror 
(caught in 2021), 41lb 12oz for a common caught 
last year and 37lb 4oz for a ghost carp, also 
caught in 2022. 

Brasenose Two is also a regular venue for 
specimen roach anglers. In recent years numerous 
2lb-plus roach have been landed and fi sh to over 
3lb have been caught in the past. 

You can also expect the odd decent perch and 
pike as well.

JAMES KING HAD A 
GREAT SESSION ON B2 
WHICH INCLUDED THIS 
38LB 4OZ MIRROR.

LANDING THREE CARP, 
NATHAN BELCHER 
CAUGHT FISH TO 33LB, 
MARCH 2022.

NEIL NEWTON 
ANDERSON 
LANDED 
SEVEN CARP 
TO 39LB 4OZ.

IN MAY 22, DANI 
PETRE LANDED 
HIS NEW PB AT 

46LB 8OZ.   

IN FEB 2022, ANDY 
LEATHER LANDED 

THIS AWESOME 
36LB 6OZ MIRROR.  JENSON 

HODGKINSON 
WITH HIS NEW PB 
OF 26LB 14OZ – 
GREAT ANGLING!

PART OF A 
20-FISH CATCH, 
BEN ELIOT WITH 
A 33LB MIRROR. 

ON B2, KEENAN 
DALLIMORE LANDED 
14 CARP TO 27LB 
4OZ IN APRIL 2022.

JAMES KING LANDED 
AN IMPRESSIVE 17 CARP! 

THIS INCLUDED THREE 
30’S TO 36LB 8OZ AND  

THE REST ALL 20’S.
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There are many more gravel bars and 
features in this water than any others 
on the site; for this reason we highly 
recommend that, to save you losing 
fish and for their welfare, leaders are 
used at all times. In some swims short 
6ft to 8ft leaders can be effective but 
we would recommend that you use 
two to three rod lengths of leader to 
help prevent cut-offs. 

When using leaders you must 
ensure that your lead can pass over 
any knots and be discharged, or 
failing that use drop-off inline leads.

*Failure to make your leaders and 
rigs safe could lead to you being 
asked to leave the complex. If you’re 
unsure then ask a bailiff.

*This also applies to all our other 
waters where unsafe end tackle is 
being used – see rules.

As with Brasenose One, the 
stocking policy on the Brasenose Two 
Lake is ongoing. We plan to introduce 
more carp in the future and these fish 
are currently being raised in our stock 
ponds.

CHRIS FREEGARD 
LANDED FIVE CARP TO 
33LB. DECEMBER 2022.

JOHN SMITH WITH 
A CRACKING 34LB 
MIRROR IN JUNE 2022.

ROBERT BOLGER 
ON B2 WITH 
CARP TO A NEW 
PB OF 38LB 2OZ.

FISHING B2, 
LEWIS BROWN 
LANDED 10 CARP.  

CYRUS 
RICHARDS 
WITH A 31LB 
MIRROR CARP. 

ON AN OVERNIGHTER 
JOHN KITTLE LANDED 
EIGHT CARP TO 30LB.  

PAUL ROBINSON 
WITH HIS NEW 

PB OF 35LB.

JORDAN PASHLEY 
CAUGHT 16 CARP TO 
33LB, OCTOBER 2022.
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M
y fi rst ever visit 
to the now very 
famous and 
popular Linear 

Fisheries complex was on 
a very historic date indeed 
and no, it has nothing to 
do with the fi shing. It was 
the August 31st, 1997 – the 
date our lovely Princess of 
Wales passed away, so you 
can see why that has been 
stuck fi rmly in my memory 
bank. 

Anyhow, there were 
a few of us set up in the 
channel area of St Johns. 
In those days the Big Fully 
was a mere low 20 and 
most of the stock were 
upper doubles or low 20,s 
. The now car park area 
was covered in possibly a 

million or so tons of gravel, 
ready to be loaded onto the 
constant fl ow of aggregate 
lorries – a totally different 
St Johns as to what you 
guys visit nowadays! This 
was a young complex of 
lakes indeed. 

Oxlease was, I believe, a 
separate syndicate and I 
remember fi lming on there 
with the late but very great 
Len Gurd. The big platform 
swims were non-existent 
and rods were placed 
metres out in between 
the reed beds on long 
banksticks . Brasenose One 
and Two were not fi shed 
and B2 was very likely 
being worked. However, a 
few of us fell in love with 
the place and have, over all 

those years, formed many 
great friendships on the 
banks of these now lovely 
lakes. It was here I met Iain 
McMillan who went on to 
become one of my greatest 
friends before his very sad 
passing. We teamed up 
for most, if not all, of the 
various charity events that 
fi rst Len, and then Chris 
Blunt were to organise . 
Nowadays of course the 
management team is that 
very sexy Ian Roper (LOL) 
and Little Chris Blunt and 
what an amazing, strong 
team these guys are. 

So, onto the fi shing and 
over the years I cannot 
think of a single profi led 
angler that has not at 
sometime fi shed Linear, 

either for pleasure or for 
some of the huge amount 
of magazine features or fi lm 
work that takes place over 
there. We now have eleven 
mega day-ticket lakes, 
three other waters that 
make up the GUY Lakes 
syndicate and Linear’s fi ve 
latest waters that make up 
the Tar Farm complex that 
opened in early 2022. All 
of the more mature lakes 
have copious amounts 
of stock, varying from 
newly stocked doubles 
right up to the Beast of 
Brasenose 1 at over 50lb 
– incredible when you 
think these are available as 
day-ticket lakes. The three 
syndicates – Gaunts, Unity 
and Yeomans, also hold an 

Linear 
Then and now

Syndicate

  40th Anniversary 
Edition 1973-2013   40th Anniversary 

Edition 1973-2013

  40th Anniversary 
Edition 1973-2013

THE BIG COMMON FROM 
OXLEASE LAKE THAT 
WENT ON TO BECOME 
LINEAR’S FIRST-EVER 50.

LEFT: I WAS SO HONOURED TO BE ON THE 2013 
LINEAR BROCHURE.

RIGHT: OXLEASE AT THE VERY START.



amazing amount of beautiful 
stock with Gaunts having, as 
I write, the Linear and – I do 
believe – Oxfordshire record 
with the Uncle Albert fi sh at 
over 56lbs. Over the years I 
have been lucky enough to 
have met some of the older 
stock, some of which are not 
around anymore, including the 
Old Oxlease Common at 48lbs-
plus. This fi sh was once caught 
by the Lovely Angie at over 
50lbs. It would be rude not to 
mention in times gone by the 
old head bailiff, Roy Parson, 
as he was very instrumental in 
how todays Linear has turned 
out. Known for his fi rm but fair 
stance he became a very, very 
good friend to a lot of us and, 
in fact, still is to this day. A few 
of us have also been fortunate 
enough to have been given 
permission to work as angling 
tutors on the complex. This is 
something I have personally 
done for more years than I care 
to remember. 

There was a young lad that 
started to visit in the not so 
early days – someone who 
remains a very good friend – 
in the form of Tommy Maker. 
I met Tom as a young’un on 
Chillham Mill many moons ago 
and it seemed only fi t that 
he should somehow become 
inherited by Linear as part of 
the family. Nobody is more 

suited to the style of angling 
Linear has to offer than Tom. 
If it’s numbers of bites you 
require, he is most defi nitely 
your man. 

Another highlight of my 
relationship with Linear is 
participating in the World 
Championship England Team 
alongside Brian Jarret, Tom and 
Andy Maker, Billy Flowers and 
Jamie Londers – very honoured 
indeed. However, my most 
precious memory has to be the 
fact Chris Blunt bestowed upon 
me the absolute honour of 
unveiling Len Gurds memorial 
stone, as well as cutting the 
ribbon to open the amazing 
Linear Tackle shop. This is 
something that meant more to 
me than I believe even Chris 
realises – THANK YOU! 

So, what we have today 
is an extremely well run and 
maintained, top-class fi shery 
which, by the way, also holds 
very large pike, tench, roach 
and perch which quite often 
get overlooked. All of the 
carp-dominated lakes contain 
multiple numbers of 30, some 
40s and a few even magical 
50lbers. So get yourself down 
there to check it out and if I’m 
around, mine’s a Yorkshire tea 
with one sugar. 

Tight Lines 
Ian Russell
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THE MEGA ROY 
PARSONS. A FORCE 
TO BE RECKONED 
WITH!

FILMING THE LINEAR 
FISHERIES WITH GOOD 

FRIENDS CGRIS AND ANGIE 
WAS SO MUCH FUN. 

TEAM ENGLAND 
WITH THE LATE 

LEN GURD. 

A YOUNG TOMMY 
MAKER AND MYSELF 
ON MANOR FARM 
MANY YEARS AGO. 

THIS IS BY FAR MY 
PROUDEST LINEAR 
MOMENT. (THE GRAND 
OPENING OF THE LINEAR 
BAIT & TACKLE SHOP).

LINEAR HAS 
BEEN BRILLIANT 
FOR GIVING 
TUITIONS. 

SO MUCH 
FUN FILMING 
THE LINEAR 

FISHERIES DVD.

SPIKE FROM 
MANOR FARM. 
PART OF THE 
OLD A-TEAM. 
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Grovebury Road 

Leighton Buzzard

Beds LU7 4UX
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Hunts 
Corner Lake
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T 
his lovely nine-acre lake is 
situated off the B4449 as 
you approach the main ticket 

complex from Oxford, just beyond 
the West Oxfordshire Sailing Club 
Lake and Oxlease Lake; it is well 
signposted.

Hunts Corner Lake is only 
available through booking via 
the Catch app and website (see 
below).

The water is stocked with 
around 500 carp, with nearly half 
of these estimated to be over 
20lb in weight and there are also a 
number of different thirties present 
in the water. 

The biggest fi sh to grace the 
banks in 2022 was a cracking 40lb-
plus mirror. This fi sh was just one 
of many 30lb-plus mirrors caught 
from the water last year. Linear 
continues to keep the water well 
stocked, with ongoing stocking 
planned for the years to come.  

There are only 10 swims on this 
water and they have been situated 
in a way to give each angler more 
seclusion and nearly an acre of 
water to fi sh. Because of this prices 
are slightly higher than our other 
ticket waters and in line with our 
other waters places are available 
on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis.

ROB SMITH LANDED 
FIVE CARP TO THIS 
AWESOME PB 36LB 
MIRROR. 

SCOTT ANSLOW 
WITH A LOVELY 
27LB MIRROR.

DAMIAN BARRETT, 
MARCH 2022.

MATTHEW ORMROD 
WITH A 34LB MIRROR.

JOE WILKINS 
WITH A CRACKING 
28LB 8OZ MIRROR.

JACK WAREING 
WITH A 26LB 
MIRROR IN JUNE 
2022.

All pegs on Hunts Corner Lake are now only available via the ‘Catch’ 
booking app and website, please visit www.gocatch.fi sh for more 

details on how to book your pegs and set up an account.
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Some like  
it HOT...

NEW2021 NEWFLAVOUR NEWFLAVOURS NEW5MMSIZE

NEW

NEW

NEW5KG BAG NEW1.8KG BAG

5 KG
for Price

of 4kg 5 kg
for Price

of 4kg

NEW

Available in:
15mm, 20mm & 26mm 1kg bags RRP £11.45   •   15mm & 20mm 1.8kg bags RRP £14.99

15mm & 20mm 5kg bags RRP £39.45
Pop-ups, Hard Hookbaits and Liquid Attractant also available

• High-quality fishmeal boilie, packed with Krill meal
• Chilli flakes and powder included for a ‘hot’ taste

• Iconic crab flavour combined with blended fish oils
• Firm texture, yet excellent attractor dispersion

A FEATHERWEIGHT  
THAT PACKS A PUNCH

Weighs only 520g
Lightweight C-40X carbon frame & side plates

Even Flow Roller System with DLC coating
Rotor with tangle guard

Fast progressive, carbon fibre drag system
Super slow oscillation for perfect line lay

Ultra-lightweight aluminium spools 
Dual, spring loaded, line clips

Spare aluminium spool with two reducers
Lightweight screw-in handle with ergonomic grip

9+1 HPB bearings
Gear ratio 4.3:1

Frictionless A7075 aluminium main shaft 
Worm shaft transmission system 

Rotor brake system 
Line capacity - 0.33mm/680m, 0.35mm/600m, 0.38mm/500m

Not only packs a punch, but is packed with features - 
strength, durability and lightness combined to create the 
ultimate big pit Carp reel.

12000 BIG PIT REEL

NEW

RRP £183.99

LINEAR DYNAMITE+OKUMA AD-297x210mm.indd   1 20/02/2023   18:22

WILL GOODMAN 
30LB 6OZ, MAY 2022.

NATHAN SUCKLING 
WITH A LOVELY 
27LBER.

JAY KELL CAUGHT 
THE “BLACK DOT” 
MIRROR AT 30LB.

CHRIS DOOLEY 
WITH A 26LB 

MIRROR, MAY 2022.

MARTIN 
WORTON 
WITH A 
CRACKING 
30LB MIRROR 
IN JUNE ‘22.



Hunts 
Corner Pond
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T 
his lovely little secluded pond is adjacent to 
Hunts Corner Lake and hidden by a hedgerow 
that borders that lake on its left hand side. It is 
just a short walk from the Hunts Corner Lake car 

park – just follow the hedgerow along the main lake side 
from the car park and you will come to the entrance in 
the hedge on your left.

The pond is a one-rod only water and fi shing at night 
is not allowed. There are 15 well-spaced swims around its 
banks making it a good water for holding small matches. 

It is well stocked with a variety of fi sh making it ideal 
for juniors, beginners or the pleasure angler who just 
wants to enjoy some good sport. 

The Float Lake
T

his cracking water is about 
one-acre and has been used 
for both pleasure fi shing and, 
more recently, as a stock 

pond. In 2022 the decision was made 
to turn it back into a one-rod, day-
only water, just how it used to be. The 
pool has 12 well-spaced pegs around 
its banks, making it an ideal water 
for juniors, beginners, holding small 
matches or just somewhere to enjoy 
a pleasurable day’s fi shing. It is well 
stocked with a variety of fi sh including 
carp, tench, roach, perch, pike and 
crucian carp. The biggest carp are in 
the 15-20lb bracket with plenty in the 
5-10lb range and there are some nice 
sized tench to be caught.

Tickets are £8 for the day or part 
of the day with a £1 concession for 
OAP’s and juniors [under 16]. The 
pond can be booked for the whole 
day for a match for £120. There is no 
night fi shing allowed on the water.

Please remember that keep-nets are 
not allowed except for pre-booked 
matches and that all nets and weigh-
slings MUST be dipped in the net dip 
station next to the water.

OLLIE WEB WITH 
A 15LB COMMON. 

TOBY 
WITH A 
LITTLE 
RUDD 
– THEY 
DON’T 
ALL HAVE 
TO BE 
MONSTERS! 

JAKE 
WITH 

A NICE 
6LB 

TENCH…

… AND 
A 6LB 

BREAM. 

SARAH LANDED 
THIS 16LB 7OZ 
COMMON ON 
MOTHERS DAY!

OLIVER AND 
KAM ON THE 
FLOAT LAKE.

OLLIE 
PERKINS 
LANDED 
THIS 
AWESOME 
7LB 13OZ 
MIRROR ON 
THE NEW 
FLOAT 
LAKE.

JAKE 
BEAUCHAM 

HAD A GREAT 
AFTERNOON 

ON THE 
FLOAT LAKE 

LANDING 
CARP TO HIS 

NEW PB OF 
12LB 4OZ. 

NOAH 
AND 
FINLEY 
LANDED 
SOME 
LOVELY 
CARP 
FROM THE 
FLOAT 
LAKE. 



One Summer
Pond
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O
ne Summer Pond is 
located next to Linear’s 
tackle shop and is a one-
rod only water where 

night fi shing is not allowed. Formerly 
a stock pond, this small water is 
perfect for anyone who wants to get 
a bend in the rod and is ideally suited 
to beginners and junior anglers - in 
fact anglers under 16 fi sh for free! 
Rules are pretty much the same as 
those for Hunts Corner Pond.

The pond is stocked with loads of 
small carp, averaging around 3lb, but 
there are a few bigger ones to just 
over double fi gures. We have also 
stocked plenty of lovely crucian carp, 
they are great sport on the fl oat, but 
can be tricky to catch! The water also 
contains some nice tench and a few 
silvers.

Please remember that keepnets 
are not allowed, except for 
pre-booked matches and all nets and 
weigh-slings MUST be dipped in the 
net dip station next to the water.

FREDDIE-JAY 
LANDED LOADS 
OF CARP AND 
ROACH FROM 
ONE SUMMER 
POND.

TWO HAPPY 
CHILDREN 

WITH TWO 
LOVELY 

CRUCIANS.

SOME 
OF THE 
STUNNING 
CRUCIAN 
CARP WE 
HAVE 
IN ONE 
SUMMER 
POND. 
BRILLIANT 
IF YOU’RE 
FLOAT 
FISHING!

GREAT FUN 
FOR THE 
WHOLE VAREY 
FAMILY. 

THE VAREY 
FAMILY HAD 
SOME GREAT 
FUN ON ONE 
SUMMER POND. 

THEY DON’T 
ALL HAVE TO 
BE MONSTERS 
TO ENJOY 
YOUR FISHING!

OLIVER LANDED 
LOADS THIS 

YEAR FROM ONE 
SUMMER POND. 

GREAT ANGLING. 

JAKE 
CAUGHT 
THIS 
LOVELY 
ROACH 
FROM ONE 
SUMMER 
POND. 

OLIVER WITH 
ANOTHER 
NICE MIRROR.



Oxlease
Lake
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The 26-acre Oxlease 
Lake is situated off 
the B4449 as you 
approach the main 
day-ticket complex 
from Oxford; it is well 
sign-posted.

The water holds 
around 1,600 carp, of 
which we estimate 
there to be at least 
60 fi sh over 30lb, 
numerous twenties 
and at least fi ve forties.

The lake record for 
a mirror carp is 46lb 
12oz and for a common 
carp it is 52lb 15oz. 

Tench to over 11lb 
and pike to over 22lb 
have also been caught 
and can provide 
superb sport on this 
lovely water along with 
some massive roach.

JOHN SHARDLOW 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 37LB 8OZ 
MIRROR, MARCH 2022.

ALAN CUTHBERTSON 
LANDED THIS CRACKING 
31LB MIRROR.

NEIL NEWTON 
ANDERSON 
LANDED NINE 
CARP TO 
29LB 5OZ. 

JIMMY HODGIN 
LANDED EIGHT 
CARP TO 33LB 

IN MAY 2022. 

A NEW PB 
FOR DAVE 
TOMKINSON 
AT 44LB 9OZ.
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Please remember that the Oxlease gate will be locked for security 
reasons at night. If you arrive after it is locked you must park 

in the early arrival car park by Hardwick Lake, at the main site, 
this car park is opened around 5am. All other fi shery gates will 
be opened by 8am every morning, at the latest. You must not 

block the gate or park alongside the track leading past Newlands 
Angling Club – if you do so you may be asked to leave the fi shery.

ZAK LEE WITH A 
32LB MIRROR.

LEE HULBERT LANDED 
THIS CRACKING 31LB 
8OZ PLATED MIRROR.

AFTER A TACTICAL 
MOVE, DOM 
COLE LANDED 
THIS ORIGINAL 
MIRROR AT 31LB 
FROM OXLEASE, 
NOVEMBER 2022.MATTY GREGORY, WITH 

A LITTLE HELP FROM HIS 
ONE YEAR OLD, LANDED 
THIS CRACKING MIRROR. 

KEVIN BATH WITH 
ONE OF FOUR NICE 
WINTER CARP. 

AARON DOVEY LANDED 
THIS CRACKING 38LB 
40Z MIRROR.

KEVIN HEWITT WITH 
A CRACKING 41LB 
4OZ MIRROR.
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Linear Bait & Tackle
Linear Bait and Tackle 

opened for trading in August 
2019 and has surprised 

most who visit with both its 
size and massive range of 

products. 
Since it’s opening we’ve had 
thousands of customers pass 

through the doors and the 
feedback has been brilliant 
– so thank you to everyone 
that has already paid a visit 

to the shop and helped make 
it an instant success…

 
The shop itself brings 

together a combination of 
all the bait and terminal 

tackle you could possibly 
require and includes a few 
brands you won’t find in 

other shops. We also stock 
fresh maggots and worms 
as well as a good selection 

of luggage, clothing, alarms, 
rods and other associated 

products.

We are happy to take  
customer orders for pretty 
much anything and you can 

even pre-order your bait 
before you arrive.

 
There is also a convenience 

store section that is  
well-stocked with drinks, 

meat, confectionary,  
frozen foods, toiletries  

and much more.

No need to travel into town 
when you run out, just pop in, 
say hello and if you fancy it; 

order a fresh coffee and relax 
in the shop’s lounge area 
which has a cracking view 
across Manor Farm Lake.

 
The shop is situated next to 

the main fishery office, in 
between Manor Farm and St. 
Johns Lakes and has loads of 

free parking.
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Tel: 01865 548199 Email: carl@linear-fisheries.co.uk 
Linear Bait and Tackle, Off the B4449, Near Hardwick Village

Witney, Oxon OX29 7QF

Open 9am-5pm, Monday – Saturday and 10am-4pm, Sunday 
We are open every day except Christmas Day and Boxing Day

Open to all!



Our amazing 
sport and the 

health and 
wellbeing 
benefits it 

brings

To find out more about the range of 
member benefits you receive visit 
www.anglingtrust.net/membership or call 
our Membership team on 0343 507 7006.

PROTECT
Angling and 
our water 
environment

Providing funding to help 
fence fisheries
Successfully fighting 
angling bans on historic 
carp waters
Full time staff to give 
fisheries, clubs and 
syndicates advice about 
Otter Fencing and Bio 
security
Supporting our Team 
England Carp Teams

We are supported by:

COMPETE
Supporting and 
promoting our 
Team England 

Carp Squads

PROMOTE

Join now to 
support our work 
and get a range of 

great discounts



Linear 
Ladies
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I
n recent years we have seen 
an increase in the number 
of female anglers visiting 
the site, which is great 

to see. Angling, particularly 
specimen angling has always 
been a very male dominated 
sport, but it doesn’t need to 
be – we now see plenty of 
ladies out pleasure fi shing as 
well as ladies only and mixed 
carp fi shing matches. There is 
now an England Ladies carp 
fi shing team, with many of its 
members visiting the complex 
regularly. So whether you are 
just spending the weekend with 
your partner and fancy a go at 
fi shing or you are a dedicated 
specimen hunter, the photos of 
lady anglers contained within 
this section and throughout 
this brochure should give you 
plenty of inspiration to get out 
there and give it a go yourself!

HANNAH LANDED 
16 CARP  TO 
30LB 2OZ FROM 
HARDWICK SMITHS 
IN MAY 2022.

ALANA KATE 
SAUNDERS WITH 

A CRACKING 24LB 
COMMON FORM UNITY 

LAKE, APRIL 2022.

EVA WITH HER NEW 
PB COMMON FROM 
HARDWICK SMITHS.

JENNIFER EDWARDS 
LANDED FOUR 20’S TO 
28LB  FROM ST JOHNS 
IN MARCH 2022.

SADIE SPEKE 
WITH A LOVELY 

MIRROR FROM 
YEOMANS LAKE. 

JENNY 
SANDERSON 
WITH A 
CRACKING 35LB 
PB MIRROR 
FROM HUNTS 
CORNER LAKE. 

STEPH DUNNING 
WITH A CRACKING 

MIRROR FROM 
OXLEASE, SEPT 2022.

ONE OF THE AWESOME 
CARP ANGIE LANDED 
FROM TAR FARM LAKE.

ON OXLEASE, ANGIE 
LANDED CARP OVER 20LB 

ON THE NEW LINEAR 
FISHERIES BAIT RANGE. 

THE WOMENS 
CARP WORLD 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2022.
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GUY Lakes

T
hese three very 
attractive lakes 
are in close 
proximity to each 

other, with easy access 
to most swims and ample 
toilets and parking space. 
There are approximately 
200 members who can 
fish any one of the three 
waters on the same 
permit. 
With the River Windrush 
running along one 
boundary and the Medley 

Brook on the other the 
only access is across 
the river through locked 
gates. This makes the site 
about as secure as it could 
ever be.

As well as the carp that 
all three lakes contain in 
high numbers, the waters 
also hold some stunning 
tench that have been 
caught to over 12lb in the 
past. Other species such 
as perch, rudd, roach and 
pike abound there and can 

provide excellent sport. 
There are also a small 
number of grass carp 
that have been caught to 
just under 38lb and ghost 
carp that have exceeded 
42lb. In 2022, the Linear 
complex and Oxfordshire 
record was set when 
Gaunts Lake produced a 
56lb 10oz mirror.

The price to join the 
syndicate will be £850 
from April 1st 2023. 
Members, if they wish, can 

spread their payments 
over a 12-month period by 
direct debit transactions 
– details of this will be 
sent to those invited to 
join and on acceptance of 
membership. Membership 
is rolling and can start 
on the first day of any 
calendar month for a 
period of one year.

THERE IS NO CLOSE 
SEASON ON THE GUY 
LAKES.

THE SYNDICATE
GAUNTS, UNITY, YEOMANS LAKES

ON GAUNTS, 
PHILIP CLIFFORD 
LANDED 23 CARP 
TO 41LB 9OZ. 

SUNSET 
FROM CARL 
STRATFORD.

ONE OF THE 
CRACKING CARP 
WILL DAWSON 
HAS LANDED FROM 
GUYS LAKES.  

LINEAR BAIT AND 
TACKLE’S CARL 
STRATFORD 
WITH A 33LB 
MIRROR.  

PART OF A FOUR 
FISH CATCH FOR 

WAYNE COX TO 41LB 
ON GAUNTS LAKE. 
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Gaunts
Lakes

G
aunts Lake is the third in 
line and is arguably the 
prettiest of all the waters on 
the Linear site. Containing 

a tree-covered island, this lake of 
approximately 20 acres is also fringed 
with reeds and very mature trees.

Over the last couple of years 
Gaunts has produced both mirror 
and common carp to over 40lb, this 
included a new Oxfordshire record 
mirror of 56lb 10oz. Linear believes the 
water also holds at least 30 different 
30lb-plus fi sh, including the three 
forties and one fi fty that have been 
reported to us. We estimate that there 
are just over 500 carp in the water 
and the records for this water stand at 
mirror carp 56lb 10oz, common carp 
44lb 11oz and ghost carp 33lb 2oz. 
Linear will continue to stock the water 
when and wherever necessary with 
carp from its stock waters.

MACIEJ 
WILMANSKI 
WITH “THE 

SARGENT” AT 
38LB 8OZ.

THE NEW LINEAR 
FISHERIES COMPLEX 
RECORD “THE ALBERT” 
AT 56LB 10OZ TO 
GRAEME CHEETHAM. 
SEPTEMBER 22.

GRAEME CHEETHAM 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 32LB 8OZ 
MIRRROR AS WELL AS 
TWO 20’S IN FEB 2022.

GRAEME 
CHEETHAM 
CAUGHT 
ANOTHER 
15 CARP TO 
36LB 4OZ IN 
SEPTEMBER 22.

ROBERT BISHOP 
CAUGHT THREE 
MIRRORS TO 
36LB FROM 
GAUNTS LAKE. 

CHRIS 
JORDON 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING 
32LB MIRROR.  

WAYNE COX 
LANDED 
THREE 30’S TO 
38LB AND A 
41LB MIRROR!

CARL STRATFORD 
WITH ONE OF THE 

MANY CARP HE 
LANDED IN 2022. 

ROB DOBSON 
WITH A 
CRACKING 
MIRROR IN 
SEPT 22.

ROB DOBSON 
ON GAUNTS 
LAKE LANDED 
EIGHT CARP 
TO 37LB.  

PAUL 
NEWMAN 
WITH 
A 41LB 
MIRROR.
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Unity
Lakes

N
ext to Yeomans and 
the fi rst car park, you 
will fi nd Unity, which at 
approximately 25-acres 

is the biggest of the three lakes. 
Unity does not contain any islands 
but there are plenty of features on 
this water which is reed and tree 
fringed and contains just over 500 
carp. This includes a number of 
ghost carp; with the best ghostie 
caught during the last couple of 
seasons weighing 40lb, although 
bigger ghost carp have been 
caught in the past; the lake record 
for mirror carp is 45lb and for a 
common 46lb 2oz. 
A high percentage of the carp 
present now weigh in excess of 
20lb with at least twenty over 30, 
probably more. Three of these, at 
the right time of year, have been 
caught at over 37lb and three over 
40. Linear will continue to stock 
the water whenever necessary 
with carp from their stock waters.

JOHN KITTLE WITH HIS 
NEW PB – A 36LB 14OZ 
MIRROR FROM UNITY 
LAKE, SEPTEMBER 22.
(A FISH THAT IN THE PAST 
HAS BEEN OVER 40LB).

GAVIN ALCOCK 
LANDED FOUR 

CRACKING CARP 
TO 32LB 8OZ.

MARK SHORING 
LANDED 12 CARP, 
TOPPED BY THIS 
NEW PB GHOSTY 
AT 30LB 4OZ IN 
SEPTEMBER 2022.

IAN MANNION 
WITH A 

CRACKING 
MIRROR.

LEE DOWDING 
HAD A GREAT 

SEASON ON 
UNITY. 

ONE OF THE MANY 
CARP IAN MANNION 
HAS LANDED FROM 

UNITY. 

A CRACKING 
MIRROR 
FOR STEVE 
PALMER.

LEE DOWDING LANDED 
35 CARP TO “APOLLO” 
AT 41LB 10OZ.

CHRIS JORDON  
CAUGHT FIVE 
CARP TO 35LB.

AARON 
MCILWAINE  
LANDED 
OVER 29 
CARP IN TWO 
SESSIONS.
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Yeomans
Lake

A
t fi fteen acres, the fi rst and 
smallest lake you come 
to after crossing the river 
bridge to the Guy Lakes 

complex is Yeomans Lake. This water 
contains an island and is reed and 
tree fringed.

We estimate that there are about 
450 carp in the water with a healthy 
head of 30lb-plus fi sh now present – 
amongst the biggest caught over the 
last couple of years was a common 
of 36lb and a mirror over 40lb. The 
records for the water are mirror carp 
42lb, common carp 38lb 8oz.

Linear will continue to stock the 
water when and wherever necessary 
with carp from their stock waters.

THIS LONG COMMON 
WAS LANDED BY 
GARRAN BEEVOR IN 
MARCH 2022.

CHRIS PAYNE 
LANDED THREE 
CARP TO HIS NEW 
PB OF 27LB 6OZ.

GAVIN NEAL WITH 
A LOVELY 25LB 

MIRROR BACK IN 
FEBRUARY 2022.

MARK SHORING 
LANDED 11 CARP 
TO 32LB 4OZ. 

JERRY BOND 
LANDED FIVE 

CARP TO 32LB, 
AUGUST 2022.

ONE OF THE 
LOVELY CARP 
HAMISH MORRISON 
LANDED FROM 
YEOMANS IN 2022. 

JOHN KITTLE LANDED EIGHT 
CARP TO OVER 30LB. 

LEE DOWDING AND 
FAMILY LANDED CARP 
TO 29LB IN JULY 2022.

PAUL NEWMAN 
CAUGHT SEVEN 
CARP TO 30LB.

BRIAN WARRICK 
WITH A CRACKING 
33LB MIRROR, 
JUNE 2022.
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F
rom March 1st until October 
1st all gates will be locked at 
9pm and opened again by 8am. 
During the remainder of the 

year they will be locked at 6pm and 
opened again by 8am at the very latest 
(normally around 7.30am). If you arrive 
during lock-up times you must wait in 
the Early Arrival car park adjacent to 
Hardwick Lake and on the opposite side 
of the road to Manor and St Johns Lakes. 
Please do not park in front of any gate 
and ensure you do not park on the main 
road. Vehicles are not allowed to block 
the other entrances for Oxlease Lake or 
Manor Farm and St. Johns Lake.

Please remember that if you are 
fi shing Hardwick your car should be left 
in this car park. 

Although locking our gates at night 
could be an inconvenience for some, 
Linear believes the security and safety 
of visiting anglers is paramount and for 
this reason we will continue to use the 
services of a security company who 
will lock up and patrol both inside and 
outside our boundaries at night. 

If anyone has a medical emergency after 
the main gates are locked at night and 
needs to leave, there will be a number 
to ring directly to the security company, 
although we must stress that this 
number should only be called in the case 
of a medical emergency or to report a 
security issue.

Security Contact Numbers
Oxford Security Services patrols the 
Linear Complex and can be contacted 
on 07395 428396 or 01865 751605 
(24 hrs) or the local police on 101 
(999 in emergencies). If you have any 
information relating to thefts at our 
fi shery or any other please contact the 

police or alternatively Crimestoppers 
can be contacted anonymously on 0800 
555 111.

GUIDELINES: 

Vehicles
Ensure your vehicle is locked and do not 
leave anything of value on show. 

If you are making more than one 
journey from your car to your swim 
do not leave any of your belongings 
unattended. Keep them locked in your 
car and ask someone to keep watch on 
any belongings left on the bank when 
making further trips. 

Insurance
Ensure your fi shing tackle is insured for 
use on the bank, both day and night. 
Most reputable insurers will cover this if 
asked. 

On The Bank
If leaving tackle unattended for any time 
then ensure that there is someone to 
watch over it for you. Do not leave any 
item of tackle out of sight – keep all your 
belongings close by. 
(If leaving tackle unattended you must 
ensure that all fi shing rods are wound 
in).

At Night
Set up your rods as close to your bivvy 
as possible. Where possible, leave your 
bivvy door unzipped and open, which 
may help you hear anything untoward 
during the night.
Do not leave carp porters, spare rods, 
spod or marker rods up against trees 
or fences – keep them close to you. 
One good suggestion is to tie or use a 
bungee strap to attach rods or barrows 
to your bivvy support arms.

Take care and be extra vigilant during 

dry, clear, moonlit nights when it is 
easier for thieves to see what they are 
doing.

Linear has always allowed dogs onto 
the complex, as long as they are kept 
on a lead and well behaved, so do not 
worry about bringing yours if you wish; 
it could warn you of intruders. 

And Finally...
If confronted by thieves, don’t be a hero; 
your tackle is replaceable, you are not!! 

Do not allow these guidelines to 
frighten you off fi shing – thefts of tackle 
have been going on for years throughout 
the country. One theft is too many as far 
as Linear is concerned however; there 
have been none reported to us for many 
years now.

It`s YOUR sport and industry  
that WE want to protect

Act responsibly and  
contact Crimestoppers with  
your information

Give us a fighting chance to stop:

• Smuggling fish from abroad
• Illegal fish movements  

between waters
• Fish theft and poaching
• Tackle theft

www.crimestoppers-uk.org

Site Safety 
& Security

Linear takes the precaution 
of locking anglers and their 
vehicles in at night, which is 
for your own safety and 
security. Your safety is very 
important to us, please take 
a minute to read the ‘Safety 
Advice for Anglers’ shown on 
the ‘Policies’ page of our 
website.

OXFORD SECURITY 
SERVICES REGULARLY 
PATROL THE LINEAR 
COMPLEX AT NIGHT.

LINEAR NOW HAS SIX 
DEFIBRILLATORS SPREAD 

ACROSS THE SITE AND 
ALL OUR STAFF ARE 
FIRST AID TRAINED.
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• You are not allowed to use a spomb 
to introduce bait unless it is used 
in conjunction with a ‘spomb float’ 
attachment (if you’ve haven’t got one 
with you, they can be purchased from 
the fishery). This is to help prevent lost/
cracked off spombs sinking to the lake bed 
and causing snags.

• Spodding of maggots, casters, squats, 
pinkies, mealworms, or any other form of 
maggot is no longer allowed. They can only 
be used as hook baits, in PVA bags or in 
feeders. As a general rule, you shouldn’t be 
using more than 4 pints per day in feeders 
or bags. If you are unsure of what you can 
use, please check with a member of the 
fishery team before putting any bait out in 
a spod. This rule has been introduced to 
limit the amount or maggots, or similar that 
was being used.

• Cars must be parked in the car parks 
provided. Do not block or park in front of 
any fishery gates, if you block a gate you 
may be asked to leave the fishery.

• Anglers must not stop their cars 
anywhere on the main B4449 road or in 
the entrance to Manor Farm Lake and St 
Johns. 

• Anglers fishing Hardwick Lake and 
Smiths Pool should only leave their vehicles 
in the main Hardwick car park although 
they are permitted to unload their tackle 
along the track leading to Brasenose and 
adjacent to the two waters.

• No driving or parking on the grass at any 
of the lakes. If you break this rule you will 
be asked to leave the fishery, no matter 
how far you have travelled.

• You are not allowed to reserve swims 
– the only exceptions are as follows: A) 
If you have already spoken to one of the 
fishery bailiffs and paid for the swims 
when setting up. B) You are allowed to 
put a bucket in the swim when you first 
arrive and choose a swim but you must 
immediately return to your car, load your 
tackle and return to that swim. If a bucket 
is left in a swim for longer than 45 minutes, 
fishery staff will remove it.

• Barbed or barbless hooks may be used. 
Please note: Hunts Corner Pond rules may 
vary to the main day ticket carp lakes – see 
notice board located at Hunts Pond.

• Rods must not be left unattended.

• Up to three rods only are allowed and 
you must have the appropriate EA licence 

to cover these.

• Please note that once you set up in a 
swim, you will be charged from that time. 
If you do not intend to fish the night you 
must vacate the swim. If you camp in a 
swim overnight, you will be charged for a 
minimum two-rod ticket.

• Unhooking mats must be used at all times 
for all carp, pike, catfish and large fish of 
other species.

• No boats, drones, bait boats, radios, guns, 
fires, picnics, swimming, drugs or heavy 
drinking.

• No dogs except on a lead and under 
control.

• There are no bait restrictions, but all 
multiple baits such as seeds, nuts, peas and 
beans must be well soaked, well cooked 
and used in moderation (please also see 
maggot rule).

• Permanently fixed leads are not allowed 
and unhooking mats should always 
be used for any fish - RIGS WILL BE 
CHECKED BY OUR BAILIFFS. 

• No live-baiting is allowed for catfish or 
pike between March 31st and October 1st.

• No live fish to be taken onto the site from 
outside sources.

• No transferring of fish between waters – 
no fish to be taken away or killed.

• Pike fishing is only allowed in the winter 
months, between October 1st and March 
31st.

• Wading is not allowed, except when 
aiding in safe netting or release of fish, in 
shallow water areas. Please do not wade 
on any of our waters to position baits. 
Always put your own safety first when 
returning fish.

• The lakes are on private property, so 
you should do nothing to disturb others, 
make no noise and keep lights at night to a 
minimum.

• If you are fishing the back of Smiths 
Pool you MUST NOT cross the ditch from 
Brasenose One to unload your tackle; 
these slopes are slippery and dangerous 
and must not be used. All tackle must be 
unloaded at the end of Smiths Pool and 
walked along that bank to your swim.

• The use of BBQs is permitted but they 

must be raised off the ground. If you use a 
disposable BBQ and it burns the grass you 
will be asked to leave the fishery.
• Anglers fishing Oxlease Lake must wait 
in the early arrival Hardwick car park until 
the gates to this lake are opened – do not 
block the Oxlease gate and park along the 
track adjacent to Newlands Angling Club 
or you will be asked to leave.

• If you double up in a swim you can only 
fish two rods each, with the exception of a 
handful of large swims dotted around the 
complex. If you’re unsure whether you can 
use two or three rods each when doubling 
up, please start with two rods and then 
check with the bailiff.

• Beachcaster rigs are allowed but they 
must not be fished near heavy weed and 
you must be watching your rod at all times 
to avoid your hook bait being picked up by 
a bird. Only one beachcaster setup can be 
used at a time. Most importantly the lead 
and float must be designed so that they 
can drop off or break away from the hook-
link, if the setup is lost.

• NO LITTER – TAKE IT WITH YOU

• Day tickets are available from the Linear  
bailiffs who regularly patrol the waters.  
You may start fishing at your chosen lake 
when you arrive, then pay the bailiff when 
they come round to your swim. We do not 
take bookings on general day tickets – the 
only bookings we take are for matches/
events, booking disabled swims, bookings 
of over ten people, for some filming/PR 
work and for some tutorials.  
There is almost always room on our waters, 
even at the busiest of times. The highest 
possible standard of behaviour is expected 
by everyone who visits the site.
Please note that St. Johns, Manor Farm and 
Tar Farm Lakes are booking only.

Linear Rules
it is linear’s policy to be fair and honest with the visitors to our waters. Very few 
visitors are asked to leave but the bailiffs will send anglers away if they blatantly 
disregard the rules. for instance, anglers have been told to leave after parking their 
vehicles on the grass having driven past notices saying they should not do so, unloading their tackle in 
unauthorised places where there could be a danger to themselves or others, lighting fires on the bank, being 
abusive and spoiling the fishing for others, leaving their rods unattended and leaving litter.



A nationwide delivery service offering food
and bankside essentials to anglers

www.finkfoodfishing.co.uk

                              Now available at the Linear shop!

                                  Meals and snacks, including breakfasts, lunches, dinners and desserts, are now in stock at      

                             Linear Bait & Tackle. Check out our fridge and shelves in the food section to the right of the entrance





 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Service 
Full details on our website 

UK DELIVERY 
Loose • Bulk Bags • Pallets 
Delivery throughout 
the UK 
Please contact us for details 

 
 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
• SANDS & GRAVEL 
• CRUSHED & GRADED LIMESTONE 
• RECYCLED AGGREGATES 
• COTSWOLD DRY STONE WALLING 
• SELF BINDING PATH GRAVEL 
• DECORATIVE SHINGLES 
• HAULAUGE & SITE CLEARANCE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smiths & Sons (Bletchington) Ltd 
Enslow, Kidlington 
Oxfordshire OX5 3AY 

 

www.smithsbletchington.co.uk  www.smithsbletchington.co.uk 
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I
t has certainly been 
a very busy year for 
the team at Linear 
with the successful 

delivery of three exciting 
projects on the complex. 
Firstly, after many years 
in the making, we finally 
completed the development 
of five brand new lakes, 
the Tar Farm complex. 
Built to exacting standards 
and peacefully sitting in 
beautiful surroundings, this 
is now one of my favourite 
locations on the fishery. 
Since opening in June, the 
positive feedback we have 
had from our anglers has 
been overwhelming and I 

am now looking forward to 
seeing the complex mature 
and grow, along with fish!

Secondly, we are proud 
to announce that our Catch 
electronic booking system 
is now live. We listened long 
and hard to our anglers and 
spent many months working 
alongside the team at Catch 
to develop, implement and 
improve the booking system. 
Our customers are now 
able to plan and book their 
Linear trips well in advance 
on seven of our waters, 
knowing their chosen peg 
will be available immediately 
upon arrival. This has been 
particularly popular amongst 

the anglers who travel long 
distances to fish at the 
complex. (On-line booking 
available for Manor farm, 
Hunts Corner and the Tar 
Farm Lakes).

Last but not least, we 
are very excited to have 
launched our very own 
Linear bait range, these 
have proved very popular 
amongst the anglers, as 
well as the fish! We are now 
looking to expand the range 
further so watch this space… 

I would like to close by 
saying that I am immensely 
proud to be part of such a 
fantastic team here at Linear 
and would like to thank Chris 

Blunt and his team for all 
their ongoing passion, hard 
work and dedication. Of 
course, none of this would 
be possible without our 
fantastic customers, both 
new and regular anglers 
alike, who travel far and wide 
to enjoy the Linear fishery 
and shop complex. Thank 
you for your continued 
custom and valuable 
feedback, all of which enable 
us to continually improve the 
Linear experience. 

All the very best and tight 
lines!

Ric Clemmey
Director

A year of 
expansion…

LINEAR BAIT

LINEAR FISHERIES 
DIRECTOR, RIC CLEMMEY.

THE NEW TAR 
FARM COMPLEX.

OXFORD UNITED 
MIDFIELDER CAMERON 

BRANNAGAN WITH 
A LOVELY TAR FARM 

MIRROR.

YOU CAN NOW BOOK ONTO MANOR, 
HUNTS AND THE TAR FARM LAKES VIA THE 
CATCH ONLINE PLATFORM.

LINEAR’S NEW BAIT RANGE HAS 
PROVEN TO BE VERY POPULAR.





Favourite the Linear FisheriesFavourite the Linear Fisheries
page on Catch to ensurepage on Catch to ensure

you see all the latest news &you see all the latest news &
catch reportscatch reports    

Download for free
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T
he BYCAC was back again in 2022, this 
time on the historic St. Johns Pool. As with 
most Junior events, it turned out to be a 
thrilling match with plenty of fish caught 

to over 30lb. Freddie Gorman raced off to an early 
lead and at one point looked like running away with 
it, but slowly he was pegged back by last year’s 
runner-up, Alfie Rock. 

It was a thoroughly enjoyable match, fished with 
a great spirit and in the end, Freddie held off Alfie, 
but only by a couple of fish, with Edward Dyer 
edging a close battle with Alex Kuzemko for the 
final podium position. So, second place for Alfie, 
two years running, will 2023 be his year? We’ll see 
you in September to find out…

As always, a massive shout-out to everyone who 
helped out, sponsors, parents, fishery staff and all 
the junior anglers – without all of you, the BYCAC 
just wouldn’t happen! For more information, visit 
bycac.co.uk or facebook.com/bycac

www.bycac.co.uk
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Linear
Juniors
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JACOB ROBBINS 
LANDED THIS 
CRACKING MID-DOUBLE 
MIRROR – GREAT 
ANGLING JACOB! 

TOMMY ON 
TAR FARM 

LAKE 5 WITH A 
CRACKING 18LB 

9OZ MIRROR, 
NOVEMBER 2022. 

TOM MACK 
LANDED 
HIS NEW 
PB AT 
24LB 10OZ.

JAYDEN 
ISHERWOOD 
ON B1 WITH 
A 33LB 4OZ 
NEW PB.

JACK WITH 
HIS FIRST 

PIKE AT 
15LB WITH A 
LITTLE HELP 

FROM JAMES 
THE BAILIFF.

AMELIA 
LANDED 

FIVE CARP 
TO 26LB 

FROM 
HARDWICK 

SMITHS!

STANLEY 
MANN 

WITH A 
LOVELY 

20LB 
MIRROR 

FROM B1.

JACK LANDED FIVE 
CARP TO 28LB 
FROM ST JOHNS 
POOL, APRIL 2022.

JOSEPH ON TAR 
FARM LAKE 7 
LANDED CARP 
TO HIS NEW PB 
OF 27LB 4OZ. 
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ALL CHILDREN UNDER 16 ARE 
ALLOWED TO FISH FOR FREE 

PROVIDING IT IS AT THE WEEKEND 
AND/OR DURING THE UK SCHOOL 
HOLIDAYS AND ACCOMPANIED BY 

A PAYING ADULT SHARING THE 
SAME SWIM. 

ANGLERS UNDER 12 ARE NOT 
ALLOWED TO FISH FROM A 
SEPARATE SWIM TO THEIR 

GUARDIAN. PLEASE NOTE, THIS IS 
NOT APPLICABLE FOR THE ONLINE 
BOOKABLE LAKES – SEE PAGE 77 

FOR OUR FULL PRICE LIST.

HARRY LANDED 
HIS FIRST 20LB 
CARP FOR 
HARDWICK AT 
22LB 8OZ.

MASON WITH HIS 
BIGGEST OF TWO 

FROM OXLEASE. 
A NEW PB OF 

30LB 2OZ!

OLIVER HALE 
LANDED SIX 
CARP ON ONE 
SUMMER POND. 
GREAT ANGLING 
OLIVER, APRIL 
2022.

HIEIDI 
SHOWING HER 
DAD HOW ITS 
DONE ON TAR 
FARM LAKE 5.

LUCAS PREECE 
WITH A NEW PB 
OF 35LB 5OZ 
FROM MANOR 
FARM.

SCARLET LOWE 
LANDED HER 
NEW PB OF 27LB 
FROM ST JOHNS.

ALFIE WITH A 
LOVELY MIRROR 
FROM TAR FARM 
LAKE 4.

RYAN ON 
ST JOHNS 
LANDED THREE 
20’S TO 23LB!

ON OXLEASE, MASON – 
WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM 

DAD, MATT – LANDED 
TWO PB’S. THIS 26LB 

COMMON WAS THE FIRST. 
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T
he greatest care should always be 
taken when handling carp or any 
other fi sh for that matter. Linear’s 
rules state that no carp, pike or 

catfi sh can be retained in either sacks or 
keepnets – sacks are not allowed on the 
site, although keepnets are, but not for 
the above species. 

Below we have listed some guidelines 
to help protect our fi sh, but there is no 
beating pure common sense. Carp, pike 
and catfi sh and any other large fi sh 
should be transferred from a landing net 
to an unhooking mat after being caught 
and an adequate sized landing net and 
unhooking mat should be used at all 
times. Never carry a fi sh unless it is in the 
landing net or an item custom-made for 
the job. Always wet anything like weigh 
slings and unhooking mats before placing 
the fi sh in them or on them. Never put fi sh 
down on stones and gravel or anything 
that might cause damage and never hold 
a fi sh in your arms whilst standing up. If 
you are having a photograph taken of 
your 
catch always hold it whilst you are 
in a sitting or kneeling position with 
something soft beneath the fi sh, like 
an unhooking mat, in case the fi sh is 
dropped. Do not hold fi sh above chest 
height. When returning your catch to the 
water always carry it in something like a 
good size weigh sling or if you have not 
got one, your landing net. Never keep a 
fi sh out of water too long. Remember, 
keep the fi sh in the landing net in the 

margins until you have prepared your 
unhooking mat, camera, scales etc. Have a 
container of water handy to wet down the 
fi sh once it is on the mat and return the 
fi sh to the water as quickly as possible.  

With pike the above applies but for the 
extra care of these fi sh the following rules 
should be followed:
• If bait fi shing, proper run indicators and 
purpose designed rod rests should be 
used. Never wait for a second run should 
your bait be taken. Strike as soon as you 
are sure the pike has the bait in its jaws.
• Minimum line strength of 12lb should be 
used at all times.
• Wire traces to be used regardless of 
the method employed. Breaking strain of 
the wire to be between 25 to 30lb, with a 
minimum length of 18 inches.
• All hooks should be barbless or semi-
barbless and of the smallest size – 10, 8 
and 6, consistent with the safe handling 
of pike.
• All pike anglers should have in their 
possession a set of forceps – minimum 
eight inches. They should also carry a 
large landing net with minimum arm 
length of 36 inches.
• A suitable size unhooking mat must be 
used – never lay the pike on unprotected 
ground and all weighing of fi sh must be 
done with a weigh sling.
• If you see anyone in diffi culties with a 
pike or with any other fi sh for that matter 
be prepared to offer them assistance. If in 
doubt you should not be afraid to ask for 
help yourself.

Looking after 
your catch

HAVE CARP CARE TREATMENTS AT THE READY, SUCH 
AS THOSE YOU CAN PURCHASE FROM NASH, KORDA OR 
KRYSTON OR GET A GOOD ULCER TREATMENT FROM YOUR 
LOCAL AQUATIC CENTRE, WHICH CAN BE USED ON ANY CUTS, 
MARKS OR SORES THAT MAY BE PRESENT ON THE FISH. [MAKE 
SURE YOU KEEP ANY TREATMENT AWAY FROM THE EYES AND 
GILLS OF THE FISH].

YOU’LL NEED A GOOD SIZED, WELL PADDED MAT LIKE 
THIS. HAVE A BOTTLE/BUCKET OF WATER READY TO KEEP 
THE FISH WET WHILST ON THE MAT. THIS IS ESPECIALLY 
IMPORTANT DURING THE WARMER MONTHS.

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR SCALES, SLING, FORCEPS AND 
CAMERA READY BEFORE LIFTING THE FISH OUT OF THE 
WATER – THIS WILL KEEP THE TIME THE FISH IS OUT OF THE 
WATER TO A MINIMUM.
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GENERAL DAY-TICKET WATERS
St. Johns Pool, Hardwick/Smiths, Oxlease Lake, 

Brasenose-1, Brasenose-2 and Linear’s three small ponds – 
One Summer Pond, Hunts Pond and The Float Lake.

(Pay-as-you-go fi shing – just show up and choose an available peg)

1 x Rod Day Only (10-hour ticket) £8
2 x Rods Day Only (10-hour ticket) £17
3 x Rods Day Only (10-hour ticket) £20

1 x Rod for 24 hours – £13
2 x Rods for 24 hours – £27
3 x Rods for 24 hours – £33

[Day Only 10-hour prices apply to the period when the gates are 
open: 7:30am-9pm March-Sept & 7:30am-6pm Oct-Feb]

       
Online Bookable Waters

Manor Farm, Hunts Corner & The Tar Farm Lakes
(Online bookings only – fees apply)

1 Rod Day Only fi shing (10-hour ticket) £12
2 Rods Day Only fi shing (10-hour ticket) £18
3 Rods Day Only fi shing (10-hour ticket) £21

1 x Rod for 24 hours £16.50
2 x Rods for 24 hours £34
3 x Rods for 24 hours £40

[Day Only 10-hour prices apply to the period when gates are open: 
7:30am-9pm March-Sept & 7:30am-6pm Oct-Feb]

Bookings available through the GoCatch Platform
www.gocatch.fi sh
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SPECIAL OFFERS/DISCOUNTS:
 

OAP & DISABLED DISCOUNT:
£1 discount per rod, per day.

CHILDREN UNDER 16 GO FREE (see conditions below)
All children under 16 are allowed to fi sh for free, providing it is during 
the UK school breaks and/or weekends and they are accompanied by 
a paying adult angler, sharing the same swim. (Anglers under 12 are 

not allowed to fi sh from a separate swim to their guardian). 
If a child is aged between 12 and 16 and fi shing in a swim next to their 

guardian, they will receive a 50% discount. 
All anglers aged between 12 and 16 must be in possession of the Free 
EA (Junior 12-16) rod licence. This is a legal requirement and will be 

required as proof of age. If you share a swim, please note you can only 
use two rods each. (Currently available on our non-bookable, general 
day-ticket waters only – excludes Hunts, Manor and Tar Farm Lakes).

ARMED FORCES DISCOUNT – (SERVING MEMBERS ONLY):
Linear continues to support the armed forces and is pleased to be able 
to offer half price tickets on our (non-Bookable) day-ticket waters to 
all members of the Army, Navy and Air Force on production of their 

valid ID card. 
To take advantage of this offer, all Forces ID cards must be in date and 

clearly show expiry date. (Currently available on our non-bookable, general 
day-ticket waters only – excludes Hunts, Manor and Tar Farm Lakes).
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HOW TO FIND US

Front cover 
picture: 
Graeme 
Cheetham with 
the Linear 
complex and 
Oxfordshire carp 
record – the big 
Gaunts Lake 
mirror, known as 
‘Uncle Albert’ at 
56lb 10oz.

When you have fi nished with 
this brochure please recycle it.

Celebrating

50
Years
1973-2023

CARP FISHING AT ITS BEST!

D A Y-T I C K E T  W A T E R S  |  S Y N D I C A T E  L A K E S  |  B A I T  &  T A C K L E  S H O P

Linear’s Oxford waters at Hardwick are on 

the B4449 between Stanton Harcourt and 

the A415 Witney road. From junction 9 of 

the M40 take the A34 towards Oxford. From 

the A34 take the slip road for Oxford and, 

taking the A44 for less than half a mile, head 

towards Oxford and the A40. 

At the fi rst big roundabout [Wolvercote] 

turn right onto the A40 towards Cheltenham 

[alternatively from London – leave the 

M40 at junction 8 and pick up the A40 

towards Oxford, Cheltenham and the 

Wolvercote roundabout]. Follow this road 

for approximately fi ve miles until you come 

to the next roundabout. Turn left onto the 

B4449 signposted for Eynsham and follow it 

for approximately fi ve miles. 

Here, the Tar Farm complex will be sign-

posted with a right turn down Cogges Lane. 

For Oxlease, continue on the A4449 for 

around half a mile and turn left or for the main 

site and tackle shop, continue for another 

half-mile, taking the next left into the site.

From Swindon take the A420 towards 

Oxford; turn left onto the A415 towards 

Standlake and Witney. Before Witney turn 

right at the traffi c lights onto the B4449 

towards Stanton Harcourt and Eynsham. 

Follow the B4449 for less than a mile and 

you will arrive with the main site and tackle 

shop on the right. For Oxlease, continue for 

approximately half a mile and turn right amd 

for Tar Farm, stay on the B4449 for another 

half-mile and turn left down Cogges Lane.

SAT-NAV: OX29 7QF (Main Site & Shop)

SAT-NAV: OX29 5AL (Tar Farm)

Director: Ric Clemmey

General Manager: Chris Blunt BSc. Hons in 

Aquaculture & Fishery Management 

E: chris@linear-fi sheries.co.uk

Assistant Manager: Ian Roper 

M: 07885 327708 (Mon-Fri 9am - 5pm)

Tackle Shop Supervisor: Carl Stratford

E: carl@linear-fi sheries.co.uk 

Admin Manager: Kelly Godfrey

E: kelly@linear-fi sheries.co.uk 

Social Media Administrator: Lee Robbins

E: lee@linear-fi sheries.co.uk

Weekend bailiff M: 07773 424953 

(Sat & Sun only 9am – 5pm)

Fishery Offi cer: Nick Smith

Full-time bailiff: Adam Mott

Waters: St. Johns Pool, Manor Farm Lake, 

One Summer Pond, Smith’s Pool, Hardwick/

Smiths Lake, Oxlease Lake, Brasenose Lakes 

1 & 2, Hunts Corner Lake, Hunts Corner Pond, 

The Float Lake and the Tar Farm Lakes.

Syndicates: Guy Lakes – Gaunts, Unity, 

Yeoman’s Lakes.
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Tar Farm Complex:
Cogges Lane
Off the B4449 Road 
near Hardwick Village, 
Witney, 
Oxfordshire. 
SAT-NAV: OX29 5AL

Main Linear Complex 
& Tackle Shop
Off the B4449 Road 
near Hardwick Village, 
Witney, 
Oxfordshire. 

SAT-NAV: OX29 7QF
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